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ABSTRACT

This dissertation consists of three papers which quantitatively
model subsurface brine formation in passive, continental margin
evaporite basins. In the first paper, a one dimensional finite difference
model is developed to evaluate the brine-forming role of molecular
diffusion of dissolved NaCI in the subsidence history of a hypothetical
sedim entary basin containing a thick basal halite bed. It is shown that
diffusion of dissolved NaCI from evaporites may be an important brinefroming process in young passive margin evaporite basins where
evaporites are flat lying or gently dipping and that vertical fluxes of
dissolved NaCI are great for basins with slow subsidence rates and
sandy sedim ents.

W hereas diffusion may be an important process in a re a s with a
thick, relatively horizontal halite bed, solute-induced fluid density
variations near salt dom es may give rise to density driven groundwater
flow, in the second paper, it is shown that solute-induced fluid density
gradients can induce convective flows with maximum velocities of 10*2 to
1 m/yr even in low-permeability sedim ents, brine plumes can form very
rapidly by solute-induced convection, and up to 2 km3 halite can be
dissolved in 1 Ma.

In the third paper, the combined effects of geopressure and
solute-induced fluid density gradients are m odeled around a hypothetical
salt dom e bearing som e resem blance to W elsh Dome in South

Louisiana w here a perched brine plume h a s been shown to occur above
the dom e, and n ear a fault. It is shown that geo p ressu red fluids escaping
up a fault zone on the flank of the 'W elsh-type' salt dom e may create a
tim e-transient perched brine plume above the dom e in very short tim es,
10'1 Ma, provided that permeability of the geo p ressu red zone is
sufficiently high. However, enorm ous volum es of w ater m ust be sourced
from the g eo p ressu red zone to form th e perched brine plum es, volum es
which a p p e a r to be very large in com parison to estim ates of w ater
available upon compaction of g e o p re ssu red sedim ent.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1

1.1 Continental Rifting and Evaporite Basins

Evaporite basins occur in every system from the Precam brian to
the Cenozoic (Haibouty, 1979) and are found in many parts of the world
{Fig. 1.1). During the early sta g es of formation of the Atlantic O cean in the
Late Triassic and Early Jurassic, several rift basins formed on the eastern
continental margin of North and South America and the western
continental margin of Africa. In som e of th ese basins, se q u en c es of
m assive salt were deposited, more than 1 km thick {Ayme, 1965;
Beimonte et al., 1965; Demaison, 1965; Burke, 1975; Haibouty 1979), a
consequence of influx of seaw ater over shallow sills into the rift basins
and evaporation due to the arid climate (Burke, 1975; Hsu, 1972). In the
early 1970's deep s e a driiiing revealed that much of the Mediterranean is
underlain by extensive salt deposits of Miocene age. The Dead S e a and
Red S ea rift basins have also been found to have thick evaporites (Neev
and Emery, 1975; Heybroek, 1965). Indeed, thick evaporite seq u en ces
are considered to be a characteristic feature in the early history of many
basins which underwent rifting in arid environments. A comm on feature
of salt basins on the eastern continental margin of the Americas and the
w estern continental margin of Africa is that thick se q u en c es of
nonevaporitic sedim ents were deposited on top of the evaporites in
C retaceous and Tertiary time.

The Gulf of Mexico w as one such rift which opened from about 180
Ma to 130 Ma ago in the sam e direction a s the central North Atlantic, and
although th e geometry of early rifting is uncertain, according to one

3

Fig. 1.1 Major salt basins of the world (modified after Haibouty, 1979, p.
13 14) Five sep arate salt dom e basins occur within a larger Gulf Region
salt basin in the U.S. part of the Gulf of Mexico. Dark lines indicate
possible extent of relatively unexplored salt basins.

model, s e a floor spreading w as accom plished by m ovem ent along leftlateral transform faults (Pilger, 1981). In the northern part of the U.S. Gulf
C oast, South Arkansas, w here the post-evaporite sedim entary sequence
is relatively thin, the salt is either bedded or in the form of broad swells or
salt pillows (Moore and Druckman, 1981, p. 599, p. 602). W here thick
sedim entary se q u en c es have been deposited on top of the evaporites,
salt diapirs rise through sedim ents 5 to 6 km above the parent salt in
North Louisiana (Lobao and Pilger, 1985) and more than 10 km in South
Louisiana (Bufflerand Sawyer, 1985, p.336).

1.2 Subsurface Brine Formation in Evaporite Basins

Not surprisingly, subsurface brines are common in many evaporite
basins. Chloride content in pore w aters of d e e p -se a sedim ents above
evaporites in the M editerranean increases with depth from 0.6 moles/l at
the sedim ent-seaw ater interface to 5 moles/l above the evaporites and
h as been interpreted a s being diffusion-controlled (Fig. 1.2; McDuff et al.,
1978). Ten DSDP (Deep S e a Drilling Project) sites in the M editerranean
gave evidence of the existence of halite-containing sedim ents beneath
the underlying se ab e d in the form of continuously increasing Na and Cl
enrichment in interstitial w aters with depth (Sayles et al. 1973). Diffusioncontrolled salinity profiles also occur in pore w aters of sedim ents above
Miocene evaporites in the Red S ea (Fig. 1.3; W hitmarsh, et al., 1974;
Manheim, et al., 1974). Pore w ater salinity profiles in the Timor Trough,
off the co ast of Northwest Australia also appear to be diffusion controlled,
judging by the borehole d a ta of Cook (1974), although no evaporites
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in th e Red S e a (after Whitmarsh, et al., 1974a, p. 546; Whitmarsh, et al.,
1974b, p. 687). Top: Site 225.Bottom: Site 228.

were encountered at this drill site. G ieskes et al. (1980) noted the
occurrence of saline brines with a s much a s 1 mole/l Cl (almost twice a s
much a s seaw ater) in pore w aters of sedim ents off the Northwest African
continental margin where evaporites are known to occur, although at this
location, they suggested that som e lateral brine migration occurred
through aquifers, rather than by diffusion alone.

Pore w aters have salinities of upto 200 g/l TDS in the Alberta
Basin and up to 425 g/l TDS in the Michigan Basin (Hanor, 1979). Pore
w aters below salt deposits in the Gabon Basin of W est Africa have almost
300 g/l TDS (C assan et al., 1981, p. 126). Subsurface brines with more
than 100 g/i total dissolved solids (TDS) are w idespread at depths of 2 to
4 km in South Louisiana (Hanor, et al.,1986), and chem ical analyses
show that pore w aters around som e salt dom es have more than 300 g/l
TDS. The occurrence of subsurface brines spatially related to evaporites
h as been observed along the Atlantic Coastal Plain, in a transect from
New York to Florida (Manheim and Horn, 1968), on a scale of tens of
kilometers in South Arkansas (Hanor, 1984a), and on a scale of
hundreds of kilometers in South Louisiana (Fig. 1.4; Hanor, 1984b).

In addition to the regional occurrence of subsurface brines on a
scale of ten s to hundreds of kilometers, there exist sm aller scale
anom alies (1 km), near the tops of salt dom es, where salinities are locally
higher than away from the dom es (Manheim and Bischoff, 1969; Hanor
and Bailey, 1983; Bennett and Hanor, 1987). The anom alies have been
attributed to be due to diffusion of dissolved NaCI (Manheim and
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Fig. 1.4 Salinities of groundw aters at dep th s of 1000 ft (300 m), 2000 ft
(600 m), 3000 ft (900 m), 4000 ft (1200 m) in South Louisiana (after
Hanor, 1984a). C ontours are in g/l.

Bischoff, 1969), groundwater flow induced by fluid density gradients
(Hanor, 1987a), and escap e of fluids up faults from the geopressured
zone (Bennett and Hanor, 1987).

R ecent regional hydrodynamic modeling studies of the U.S. Gulf
C oast have been concerned mainly with compaction flow and
geopressure development and not with transport of dissolved salt and
brine formation (Keith and Rimstidt, 1985; Bethke, 1986; Blanchard,
1987; Bethke et al., 1988). Maximum fluid velocities due to compaction
flow are low, on the order of 10‘3 to 10*2 m/yr (Blanchard, 1987; Bethke,
e ta l., 1988).

The objectives of this study are to quantify rates at which
subsurface brine formation may occur in evaporite basins, using
numerical modeling. Chapter 2 of this dissertation deals with the early
sta g e s of passive of passive margin evaporite basins where sedim ents
are horizontally bedded and vertical diffusion is likely to be the dominant
transport process. In contrast, Chapter 3 and 4 deal with brine formation
around older passive margin evaporite basins where salt diapirs exist. In
contrast to diffusion of NaCI dissolved from halite which is of great
importance in the early sta g es of passive margin evaporite basins, brine
formation around salt diapirs is likely to occur by advection and
mechanical dispersion due to density-driven groundwater flow and flow
of fluids escaping the geopressured zone.

There are several practical reasons for studying the possible
hydrodynamics of subsurface brine formation in salt dom e basins. For
exam ple, the primary area of oil production at W elsh Dome in South
Louisiana corresponds approximately to a plume of anomalously saline
w ater extending away from the dom e to the northeast (Bennett and
Hanor, 1987). Sulphide mineralization associated with many Gulf Coast
salt dom es is closely related to cap-rock formation (Kyle and Price, 1986)
and cap rock formation is closely related to the dynam ics of subsurface
salt dissolution. Cementation in sand aquifers has been docum ented to
be more pervasive near salt dom es, albeit in certain stratigraphic
intervals (Stuart, 1970, p. 62; McManus and Hanor, 1988), and the
cem entation patterns are postulated to have resulted from brine density
flow n ear the salt dom e (Stuart, 1970, p. 62).

V ast quantities of liquid chemical w aste a re injected into the
subsurface of South Louisiana, and som e of the injected w astes are
fortuitously located near or between salt dom es. With the heavy u sag e of
groundw ater drawn from Coastal Plain sedim ents in the Gulf Coast, it
behooves us to gain a better understanding of the possible dynam ics of
groundw ater flow in not only the shallow surficial aquifers, but also the
d eep aquifers. Although this dissertation d o es not discuss the effects of
anthropogenic perturbations which may affect the quality of w aters in
aquifers surrounding salt dom es in the Gulf C oast, it is of importance to
study p ro ce sses that have operated over geologic time scales in order to
make sensible decisions concerning groundw ater use even over the
short time interval of our lives.

1.3 The Origin of Subsurface Brines

Most controversy concerning the origin of subsurface brines
centers around three main hypotheses: subsurface dissolution of halite
(Land and Prezbindowski, 1981; Hanor et al., 1986), burial of subaerially
produced brines (Carpenter and Trout, 1978), and m em brane filtration
(Russell, 1933; Bredehoeft et al„ 1963; Kharaka and Berry, 1974; Graf,
1982). The developm ent of thought on the origin of subsurface brines
has been recently reviewed by Hanor (1987b).

The evidence in favor of subsurface dissolution of halite is simple,
the spatial relationship between salty w aters and evaporites, first
docum ented by Hitchcock (1845, p. 188 - 189). High Br/CI ratios relative
to seaw ater are Cited a s evidence, although not indisputably so, in favor
of burial of subaerially produced hypersaline brines b e cau se Br is not
easily incorporated into halite and is concentrated in seaw ater
(Carpenter and Trout, 1978). An alternative explanation for high Br/CI
ratios is the dissolution of evaporite minerals containing Br. B ecause
th ese minerals are the last to precipitate upon evaporation of seaw ater,
they would likely be the first to dissolve.

The evidence in favor of m em brane filtration is tenuous at best and
ignores what is known about the hydrodynamics of of sedim entary
basins. For exam ple, in laboratory experiments, sem iperm eable
m em brane effects were observed for com pacted clay discs under fluid

pressure gradients of 270 bars/cm (Coplen and Hanshaw, 1973, p.
2306). The pressure gradient in this experiment w as equal to a hydraulic
head gradient of 2.7x103, which is 5x103 times the hydraulic head
gradient in natural geopressured sedim ents of the Louisiana Gulf Coast
(approximately 5, according to the data of Bennett, 1985).

1.4 Aims of this study.

The increase in Cl content of pore w aters above Miocene
evaporites in the M editerranean and the Red S e a h as been explained by
diffusive transport of dissolved salt from the evaporite to the sedim entw ater interface (McDuff et a!., 1978; Manheim, et al., 1974). In C hapter 2,
a finite difference numerical model is developed to evaluate the brineforming role of one-dimensional vertical diffusive transport of dissolved
NaCI in a subsiding sedim entary basin with a basal evaporite layer. It is
shown that for basins with slow subsidence rates and sand-dom inated
sedim ents, diffusion of NaCI may be an important brine-forming process.
However, the deviation of diffusion-generated salinity profiles from
observed salinity profiles in som e older evaporite basins indicates that
som e degree of upward advection of pore w aters may occur along with
mechanical dispersion.

While diffusion ap p ears to an important brine forming process
where sedim ents are horizontal or dip very slightly, a s in the c a se of
d eep s e a sedim ents from the M editerranean and Red S ea, it is not likely
to be of great importance in brine formation around salt dom es. Instead,

advection and mechanical dispersion are likely to be the dominant
p ro cesses n ear salt dom es b ecau se of gravitational instability in the pore
w ater column.

In Chapter 3, an evaluation is m ade of the importance of densitydriven groundwater flow around salt dom es which arises a s a
co n sequence of solute concentration gradients or tem perature gradients.
Using a U.S. Geological Survey numerical model for variable density
groundwater flow, SUTRA (Voss, 1984), it is shown that brine density
flow may be an important process near salt dom es w here active halite
dissolution occurs, with average linear groundwater flow velocities of
10'2 to 1 m/yr even in low-permeability sedim ents. Brine plumes can
theoretically form quickly, in less than 1 Ma, and salt dom e dissolution
can be a s g reat a s 2 km3/Ma. It is shown that therm al convection is likely
to be secondary in importance to brine density flow, but that the effect of
g eopressured fluids bleeding up into the hydropressured section may be
important.

In addition to subsurface bhne formation on a scale of ten s to
hundreds of kilometers, there are small scale anom alies (1 km)
associated with the W elsh and Mallard Bay salt dom es in South
Louisiana (Fig. 1.5; Hanor and Bailey, 1983). Upon more detailed
mapping, the salinity anomaly above Welsh Dome w as found to be
spatially associated with the top of a fault possibly extending into the
geo p ressured zone (Bennett and Hanor, 1987). Bennett and Hanor
(1987) postulated that focused flow of geopressured fluids up the fault on
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Fig. 1.5 Salinity field near two South Louisiana salt dom es (after Hanor
and Bailey, 1983). High salinities in wells 4 and 8 correspond to Welsh
and Mallard Bay salt dom es respectively.

the flank of Welsh may have been partly responsible for the salinity
anomaly at Welsh. In Chapter 4, the effect of a short (1CT1 Ma) pulse of
g eopressured fluid flow up a fault flanking a 'W elsh-type' dom e is
evaluated. It is shown that brine anom alies of the type m apped by
Bennett and Hanor (1987) can indeed form in very short tim es, but that
effluxes required from the geopressured zone are extremely large. Two
competing factors are shown to determine w hether or not a perched
brine plume will form: 1) density-driven groundw ater flow which will tend
to make a perched brine plume sink off the flank of the dome, and 2)
upward flow of geopressured fluids through the fault zone. The
permeability of the geopressured zone is shown to be a strong control on
which of th ese two processes prevails.
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ABSTRACT

Numerical modeling by a finite difference method incorporating
the effects of vertical variations in pressure, tem perature, salinity, and
porosity show s that m ass transport by diffusion may be a major brine
forming process in sedim entary basins containing halite beds. Vertical
fluxes of dissolved NaCI are greatest when the subsidence rate is slow.
At subsidence rates of 20 m/Ma, more than 250 m of halite can be
dissolved over 150 Ma. At rapid subsidence rates, such a s 500 m/Ma,
pore w aters are advected downward so rapidly that although a diffusion
front develops above the evaporite, this;front m oves downward a s the
evaporite subsides, and diffusive fiuxes at shallow depths are thus low.
However, under such conditions, the pore w ater column becom es
gravitationally unstable a s a result of thermally induced density
inversions and the potential for convective overturn is enhanced with
accompanying advective salt flux upward. Although dissolution and
diffusion of NaCI are important processes in the burial history of
evaporites, they are not adequate by them selves to produce the regional
salinity versus depth profiles that are actually observed in som e
sedim entary basins. Diffusion-induced gradients progressively increase
with depth w hereas gradients actually observed in sedim entary basins
tend to d e c re a se with depth. The difference is presum ably due to the
activity of other m ass transport m echanism s such a s advection,
convection, and dispersion, and possibly to chemical reactions.

INTRODUCTION

A nalyses of oil field w aters show that pore w ater salinity increases
with depth in many sedim entary basins (Campbell, 1929; M eents et al.,
1952; White, 1965). Dickey (1966,1969) pointed out that th ere is a nearly
linear increase in total dissolved solids (TDS) content of oil field w aters
with depth in a re a s of northern Louisiana and southern A rkansas. Similar
relationships exist in portions of east-central Louisiana and central
Mississippi a s can be deduced from the d ata of Hawkins et al. (1963),
Collins (1970), and C arpenter and Pickett (1974). T hese linear gradients
are rem arkable in that som e extend vertically over d e p th s exceeding
2700 m (Fig. 2.1). Hanor (1984) found that TDS in cre ases linearly mainly
b e ca u se the concentrations of dissolved chloride and dissolved sodium ,
th e two m ost abundant dissolved sp ecies on a m ass basis, in crease in a
linear fashion with depth.

Maximum values of pore w ater salinity also increase with depth in
the Alberta, Illinois and Michigan Basins (Fig. 2.1), but the salinity
gradient is not constant in th e se basins. Maximum salinities increase in a
curvilinear m anner and reach assym ptotic values at d e p th s of 2 -3 km.

H anor (1984) interpreted the linear increase in NaCI with depth in
North Louisiana a s indicating that steady-state diffusion of NaCI is
occurring from evaporites d e e p e r in the section. The av erag e depth of
the Louann Salt in North Louisiana is 3000 m and the NaCI
concentration extrapolated to this depth, 412 g I -1, is well in accordance
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Fig. 2.1. Maximum salinities of pore waters from the Alberta, Illinois, and
Michigan Basins, and from the Louisiana Gulf Coast (after Hanor, 1979).

with the solubility of halite expected at this depth. Low dissolved salt
concentrations, almost 0 g I*1, are maintained from the surface to a depth
of 360 m by active recharge of meteoric waters.

Three hypotheses are in vogue for the origin of subsurface brines.
T hese are: m em brane filtration (Bredehoeft et al., 1963; Karaka and
Berry, 1974); burial of subaerially produced brines (Carpenter and Trout,
1978); and subsurface dissolution of evaporites (Land and
Prezbindowski, 1981).

Som e workers have suggested that the chemical composition of
pore w aters in sedimentary basins may be affected by diffusive m ass
transport. Richardson (1917) w as perhaps the first to suggest that upward
diffusion of dissolved NaCI above buried evaporites can significantly
raise the NaCt concentration of pore w aters within geologically
reasonable time. Klimenko (1974) proposed that diffusion of hydrocarbon
g a se s from oil and g a s reservoirs raises the concentration of th ese g a se s
in pore w aters and suggested that th ese dissolved g a se s can be used a s
proximity indicators for oil. Manheim and Bischoff (1969) found that pore
water salinity systematically increased with depth in sedim ents above
som e salt dom es in the Gulf Coast and ascribed this to diffusion of
dissolved salt. Similar observations w ere m ade by Manheim and Paul
(1980) in sedim ents of the Atlantic C oastal Plain which overlie
evaporites. According to Kaufmann et al. (1984), isotopic variations of
3?CI and 35CI occur in pore w aters of som e oil field brines a s a function
of distance from evaporites and th ese isotopic variations are best

explained by diffusive m ass transport of 37CI and 35CI (Kaufmann et al.,
in prep.).

The purpose of this pap er is to investigate in a system atic way the
potential of large-scale molecular diffusion a s a brine-forming p ro cess in
sedim entary basins. We trace the ch an g e s in NaCI concentration with
depth and time due to diffusion in pore w aters in a hypothetical, actively
subsiding sedim entary basin with a basal evaporite seq u en ce. W e show,
using a finite difference m ethod to calculate transient NaCI
concentrations and fluxes at different depths, that m ass transport by
diffusion can be a significant control on salinity gradients in m any
sedim entary basins which contain evaporites. We show that for a
thickening seq u en c e of sand-rich sedim ents deposited above a
subsiding evaporite, for subsidence rates such a s 20 m/Ma diffusive
fluxes are so large that more than 250 m of halite can be dissolved after
150 Ma. Diffusive m ass fluxes are high even for a shale-rich section,
provided th at subsidence is slow. W e also evaluate th e gravitational
stability of the pore w ater column a s a function of subsidence rate and
time and show that density inversion in pore w aters occurs only when
subsidence rates are extremely high, such a s 500 m/Ma. Finally, we
exam ine the modifying effects of upward advection on the salinity profile
for the special c a se of a steady-state salinity profile.

The geologic situation we consider is schem atically illustrated in
Fig. 2.2. A halite layer initially at a very shallow depth su b sid es at a
constant rate to a maximum depth of STkm while a thickening sedim ent

Fig. 2.2. Schematic diagram illustrating an actively subsiding
sedimentary basin in the vertical dimension. The base of the sedimentary
basin coincides with the top of the evaporite. The porosity of the
sedim ents at the surface is b q. Possible end members of salinity profiles
are shown in dashed and dotted lines in the lower half of the figure.

column forms over it. As sedim ents over the halite bed com pact, their
porosity d e c re a se s exponentially with depth. Two geologic constraints
are imposed: (1) at the top of the halite bed, pore w aters are always
saturated with respect to NaCI; and (2) sedim entation keeps up with
subsidence such that the sediment w ater interface stays fixed at a datum
whose elevation is zero, and the sedim ents being deposited at the
surface initially contain fresh pore water. Given th e se conditions, how will
the salinity profiles of pore waters change a s the evaporite subsides?

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The diffusion equation

The equation governing m ass transport by molecular diffusion
alone in a porous sedim ent in one dimension is:

a/at {C(x,t)j = 0'1,a/ax{D(x,t).a/ax[C(x,t)]}
subject to:

C(x,0) = 0 g r 1NaCI,
C(0,t) = 0 g I'1NaCI,
C(L,t) = s(T)
w = dL/dt

(m/Ma)

T = 20 + 0.033L °C

0 <x<30 m

f

t> 0

{1)

w here C(x,t) is concentration, x is distance, t is time, L(t) is the depth to
top of the evaporite, 0 is porosity, T is the tem perature at the top of the
evaporite, s(T) is th e solubility of halite at tem perature T, w is the
subsidence rate, a constant, and D(x,t) is the sedim ent diffusion
coefficient with units such that the flux:

J(x,t) = - D(x,t).9C/5x (m ass.unit a re a *1.time-1)

For simple c a s e s w here the diffusion coefficient is constant, th e
diffusion equation can be solved analytically by separation of variables
and Fourier se ries theory (Carslaw and Ja eg e r, 1959).

However, w hen the effects of porosity, tem perature, viscosity, and
concentration on the diffusion coefficient are taken into account, the
diffusion coefficient b eco m es a highly com plicated function of depth and
time. B ecause of this, an analytical solution cannot be obtained. Finite
difference m ethods are useful in such c a s e s and provide approxim ations
to the solution of eqn. (1) at discrete values of depth.

The finite difference equations express approxim ate derivatives of
concentration at discrete depths. W e have u sed a Lagrangian reference
frame by fixing th e position of the nodes relative to th e subsiding
sedim ent. C onsequently, w e can solve the one-dim ensional diffusion
equatiion without having to include an advective term.

In our calcu latio n s, w e h a v e not tak en into a c c o u n t th e
im p a ct of a non-equilibrium te m p e ra tu re g ra d ie n t b e c a u s e its
im p act is likely to b e se c o n d a ry in im p o rtan ce to th e e ffe c ts
of se d im e n t porosity. B e c a u s e th e se d im e n t diffusion
c o efficien t is directly p ro p o rtio n al to a b s o lu te te m p e ra tu re
(°K), e v en a 50 °K d ifferen ce b e tw ee n equilibrium a n d
nonequilibrium te m p e ra tu re s a t a given d e p th w ould in c re a s e
th e se d im e n t diffusion coefficient by a sm all a m o u n t. For
e x am p le , in th e specific c a s e w hen th e equilibrium
te m p e ra tu re is 350 °K (77°C ), th e diffusion c o efficien t w ould
b e ra is e d by only 15 % if th e non-equilbrium te m p e ra tu re w a s
400 °K.

Initial and Boundary Conditions

W e consider the one-dimensional diffusive m ass transport of Na
and Cl upward from a halite bed being progressively buried by
sedim ents which initially contain fresh connate water. W e u se "connate"
here in the strict, original se n se of Lane (1907): w ater initially buried in
the sedim ent at the time of deposition. When this water is modified in
composition or is physically displaced, it is no longer connate. In the c a se
of our actively subsiding sedim entary basin, the NaCI concentration is
fixed at the upper boundary at 0 g r 1. At the lower boundary, which
coincides with the top the evaporite, the NaCI concentration is
determ ined by halite saturation at the appropriate depth. At 20°C, a
saturated solution of NaCI contains 26.5% by weight NaCI and has a

density of 1.20 g cm -3 (Weast and Astle, 1983, p. D-262). This value is
also close to the salinity of pore w aters in the Michigan Basin at a depth
of 3000 m.

In m any sedim entary basins dominantly filled with sand, porosity
d e c re a se s exponentially with depth such that:

where 0 O = porosity at x = 0 m, and a = a constant, with units of rrr1,
(Athy, 1930; Dickinson, 1953; Thom as and Oliver, 1979; Hoholick et al.,
1984). The above equation is justified b ecau se it very roughly represents
an average for a variety of m easurem ents in san d s and shales from the
Northern Gulf C oast (Fig. 2.3).

The moving boundary problem - ca se of a subsiding evaporite

From Taylor's formula, the backward difference approximation for 3C/3t at
the iiih step in depth and the /th step in time is

3C/at = (C|ij- C iij.1).k-i

where k equals the time increment. B ecause sedim ent with fresh
connate w ater is continuously being added at the top, a point at the / th
step in depth at the /th step in time is actually at the (M)th step in depth
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Fig. 2.3. D ecrease in porosity with depth for Gulf C oast sa n d s and sh ales
{after Hanor, 1979). The solid lines bound porosities of sa n d s while the
broken lines bound porosities for shales. The porosity-depth curve
0 =O.5 *e‘°'OOO3x .where x is in m eters, is represented by points e n c ir
The porosity-depth curve 0 =O.8*e‘°-oo12x is represented by triangles.
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at the (j-1)th step in time (Fig. 2. 4). Therefore, the appropriate backward
difference approximation is:

dC/9t * (Cij - C|-1 ,j-i).k-i

A m ass conservative finite difference approximation for the right-hand
side of eqn. (1) can be derived a s follows

0 j'1.d/3x{D(x,t).3C/0x} = 0 j“1-h'2.{Dj+1/2(j (Cj+fj - Cfj) - Dj-i/2,j (Cy - Cmj)}

where:

Dj+i/2,j - (Djj.Dj+ij)0-5

D M /2(j = (D ij.D i.iij)0.5

and h represents the increment in distance. Substitution of th e se finite
difference approximations into eqn. (1) yields a system of m-2 equations
with m-2 unknowns at any given step in time j:

AiJ{Cj+-j(j} + Bjj{Cjj} + Ei,j{CM|j} = k-1{C|_-| j_i}

where:

Ay = - (Djij.Djij+-|)O.5.0j-i.h'2
B |rj = (D |j.D i+i j)O.5.0j_-j .h-2 + (D |.D j.ij)O .5.0j.-j.h‘2 + k-1

(3)
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E i,j= " (D ij-D j-1 j ) O .5 .0 i- i.h - 2

for i = 2 , 3 , 4 , ............ . m-1; and j = 1 ,2 ,3 ............ n.

T he system of equations h a s a tridiagonal, ban d ed coefficient
matrix and can be m ost efficiently solved by using an algorithm for Crout
reduction, commonly referred to a s the T hom as algorithm (Burden et al.,
1981, p. 312). The m ethod yields solutions that are first order accurate in
time, seco n d order accurate in depth, and unconditionally stable. For the
special problem of diffusion betw een non-moving boundaries, for which
an analytical solution can be derived, the numerical solution is accurate
to 5 or 6 significant figures. For th e moving boundary problem, no
analytical solutions exist to our knowledge. B ecause the time step and
depth increm ent betw een nodes are important factors controlling the
accuracy of th e numerical solutions, w e have tried internodal spacings
ranging from 5 to 50 m and found that the solutions did not ch an g e
significantly, that is, within 3 or 4 significant figures. Therefore, in our
calculations, we se t the internodal spacing at 10 m. As a result, there
w ere 301 nodes after the evaporite had subsided to a depth of 3000 m.

T he resultant solution yields values for transient concentrations of
dissolved salts in pore w aters. The procedure for the c a s e of an actively
subsiding sedim entary basin with a b asal evaporite layer can be
graphically explained by referring to Fig. 2. 4. At time t=0, the surface
concentration Ci,o, and the concentration at th e top of th e evaporite C4(o,
at a depth of 3 h (m) are specified, a s well a s values for C2,o and C3,o,
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Fig. 2 .4 . Finite difference grid for solving the diffusion equation with a
moving lower boundary. The lower boundary which coincides with the
top of the evaporite subsides at a constant rate of h meters per k Ma. A
point at the ith depth at the Jth time step was actually at the / - 1th depth
at th ey-1th step in time.

which follow from the initial condition. In a following section, we will show
how values for Di,j are calculated for i = 2 , 3 , 4 .......... m-1. At j = 1, t = k.
C 11 is known from the upper boundary condition and C51 can be
calculated from the subsidence rate and the tem perature at depth x = 4 h
(m). Substitution of i = 2, i = 3, and i - 4 into eqn. (3) yields three
equations with three unknowns, C2.1, C3,i, and C4^ which are solved
simultaneously. The procedure is repeated at j = 2 {t = 2k), j = 3 (t = 3k),
up to j = n (t = nk). At each time increment from t = j.k to t = (j+1 ).k,
one node is added at the upper boundary. Consequently, there is one
additional equation and one additional unknown.

Flux of salt integrated through time

Pick's first law states that the flux due to diffusion is:

J(x,t) = - D(x,t).3C/3x[C(x,t)]

where j = flux (g.nr2.Ma-1) and 3C/9x is the concentration gradient.
B ecause concentrations are now known at t = k, for i= 2 ,3 .......... . m-1, the
cumulative flux of NaCI from t = 0 to t = k can be calculated using the
difference equation:

Ji,j = " D j.j-IC j+ ij - C j -1 )j].k .(2 h )'1

The procedure for calculating concentrations is repeated when j = 2 (t =
2k), j « 3 (t = 3 k ),......... and j = n (t = nk). At each time step, the cumulative

flux is obtained for elevation levels fixed with respect to the surface,
.

where i= 2 , 3 m -1 , by adding the m ass transferred for that time
increment to the total am ount of m ass transferred for all previous time
increments.

As will be dem onstrated, a significant am ount of salt rem ains
dissolved in the pore w ater column and this amount increases a s the
basin subsides. The total amount of salt S remaining in a pore w ater
column of height X m and horizontal cross-sectional are a 1 m2 is
x
S = / o(x).C(x)dx
0
or
x
S —/ Q.5 .(0 j+i + 0 j).O.5.{Cj+i + Cj).dx
0

B ecause 0 (x) is known and C(x,t) can be solved for at each step in
time, a numerical integration is performed on the above. The total
thickness, H(t) of com pacted halite (p= 2.17 g cm-3) that has dissolved to
yield the total am ount of salt a s NaCI remaining in a pore w ater column of
horizontal cross-sectional a re a 1 m2 at any given time is calculated from
the relation:

H(t) = S/{2.17x106) m

Steady-state concentrations

If the evaporite subsides at a rate of 20 m/Ma and we assu m e that
no further subsidence occurs after 150 Ma, then steady-state
concentrations can be calculated for the c a se when the top of the
evaporite is fixed at a depth of 3000 m using the following boundary
conditions:

C(0,t) = 0 g I -1 NaCI

C(3000,t) = 412 g I -1 NaCI

Equation (1) is solved for steady-state conditions, that is, for 3C/3t = 0. We
have assum ed that after 150 Ma, the changes in sedim ent diffusion
coefficients with time are small and therefore, the values of D used to
generate the tridiagonal coefficient matrix for the system of equations are
those for 150 Ma.

Variation of the diffusion coefficient with depth

The sedim ent diffuison coefficient has a smaller value than the
diffusion coefficient in free solution for two reasons: (1) in a horizontal 1
m2 cross-sectional a re a of se d im e n t, the cross-sectional a re a of pores 0
m2 is always less than 1.0 ; and (2) pores in a sedim ent are tortuous and
not straight tubes. Tortuosity, 0, is defined a s the ratio of the m ean length
Lp, of the path through the pore sp ace betw een two points to the straight

line distance between the sam e points (Lerman, 1979, p. 90). The
dimensional values of tortuosity 9 = Lp/L > 1.0 (m pore sp ace/ m
sedim ent); porosity 0 < 0 < 1.0 (m pore sp a c e )3 /(m sediment)3.
According to Berner (1980, p. 36), the sedim ent diffusion coefficient D
used in the previous equations is related to the diffusion coefficient in
free solution D* by the relation

D =D*.0 .0'2 (length of sedim ent)2/time

(5)

Manheim and W aterman (1974) m easured tortuosities for a variety
of sandy and marine sedim ents and calcareous oozes and found that 02
for m uds is about twice a s great a s 02 for san d s, but certainly not orders
of magnitude greater. For som e sedim ents with porosities of 25 - 30%,
500m below the sedim ent-w ater interface, 02 is approximately 3.4. At this
depth, from eqn. (5), D = D02, and above 500 m, D < D*02.

According to Lerman (1979, pp. 91-92) the following is an average
for both sa n d s and unconsolidated m uds:

D a D*02

(length sedim ent)2/time

and a general equation for sh ales is:

D = D*0 n

(length sedim ent)2/time

(6)

where n can vary between 2.5 and 5.4. In unconsolidated san d s n < 2,
w hereas in shales, n = 4 may be a more appropriate relation. For most of
our calculations, we have taken n = 2 , and for a dominantly sandy section
this is probably more appropriate. As will be dem onstrated later, the
choice of n = 2 is justified b ecause most of the vertical diffusive m ass
transport p ast the surface occurs early in the subsidence history, and
before the sedim ents overlying the evaporite are greatly com pacted.
However, a significant amount of m ass transport occurs even in shaly

.

sections and to dem onstrate this, we show som e sam ple calculations for
n = 4.

According to Lerman (1979, table 3.4, p. 89) the m ean molecular
diffusion coefficient for NaCI at 25°C in free solution is 1.5x10-5 cm 2s -1.
At 20°C, this is equivalent to the relation

D* = 4.1x103 (m2. Ma_1)

B ecause D* varies with tem perature, pressure, and salinity, and
b e cau se 0 and 0 vary with degree of burial compaction, it is obvious that
D will progressively vary with depth and time in a subsiding basin. The
following techniques were used to estim ate values for D* and 0, and thus
D. D* for NaCI w as assum ed to vary according to the Stokes - Einstein
equation which relates D* to chan g es in tem perature and viscosity
(Lerman, 1979, p.86). Tem peratures were assum ed to increase linearly
from 20°C at the surface by 33°C km-1, an average geotherm al gradient
for North Louisiana (Jones, 1975). In-situ viscosities w ere calculated from

salinity an d tem perature using the algorithm of Phillips et al. {1981, p.5).
The effects of pressure on viscosity and D* are known to be small, and
therefore, p ressu re w as neglected a s a variable. C h a n g es in porosity
with depth w ere determ ined from eqn. (2).

RESULTS

Differential advection of pore water an d sedim en t grains

If stead y state compaction of the sedim ent occurs with burial, that
is, if 3o/9t = 0 for a fixed depth, pore w ater actually advects downward at a
slow er velocity than the surrounding solid medium (Berner, 1980, p. 21).
This differential advective transport should, in theory, increase the
calculated concentrations, concentration gradients, an d fluxes th at result
from diffusion alone. O ur calculations (not show n here) indicate that this
difference in advective velocity is small early in th e subsidence history of
the evaporite, an d that the advective m ass transport which should result
from com paction is insignificant in com parison to diffusive m ass
transport. W hen the evaporite subsides at a rate of 20 m.Ma“1, pore
w aters are advected downward at velocities of 85-100% of the
subsidence rate for tim es less than 50 Ma. As will be show n, 70-80% of
the total thickness of salt dissolved is lost in an early sta g e of the
su b sidence history.

Changes in D and viscosity with depth and time

The most important param eters affecting diffusive m ass transport
past the surface and the salinity of pore w aters are: (1) the subsidence
rate of the top of the evaporite; and (2) the relation betw een the sedim ent
diffusion coefficient and the tortuosity, that is, the value of n in D = D*on.
Figure 2.5 show s how the sedim ent diffusion coefficient, in units of 103
(m2sediment).Ma*1, changes a s a function of depth and time when D =
D*o2. Increases in porosity and tem perature increase D, w hereas
increases in viscosity increase D. Tortuosity, however, is the main control
on D. In Fig. 2.5 the maximum value of the diffusion coefficient is about
1.1 x 104 at a depth of 600 m w hereas the minimum value is only 3.6 x
103 at a depth of 3000 m. At any given depth, the value of D increases
with time because, a s diffusion of NaCI proceeds, the salinity d ecrea se s
and a corresponding d ecrease in viscosity results. At shallow depths,
600 - 1400 m, the effect is alm ost to double the diffusion coefficients.

Figure 2.6 show s how the viscosity of pore w ater c h an g es a s a
function of depth and time. Early in the subsidence history of the basin, at
30 Ma or less, viscosity increases almost continuously with depth to 1.35
c.p. (centipoise) at a depth of 600 m. Although the increase in
tem perature d e c re a se s viscosity, th ese shallow w aters are very saline,
and high salinity raises viscosity. As time proceeds, the salinity of pore
waters at any given depth d e c re a se s partly b ecau se of diffusive m ass
transport upward, and partly b ecause of advection of fresh w ater
downward. Consequently, viscosity initially d e c re a se s with depth and
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Fig. 2.5. The sedim ent diffusion coefficient a s a function of depth and
time for the c a se when the top of th e evaporite subsides a t at rate of 20
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Fig. 2.6. Viscosity of pore w ater a s a function of depth and time.
Subsidence rate = 20 m/Ma; 0 Q = 0.05; = 0.0003; D = D o 2;
C(0,t) = 0 g r 1 NaCI; and C(3000,t) = 412 g I -1 NaCI.

then increases. For tim es 50 Ma and greater, the curve becom es Csh ap ed b e c a u se of the complex non-linear relation betw een viscosity
and NaCI concentration. Note that a s time proceeds, the degree of
curvature of the viscosity curve d ecrea se s b e ca u se salinities at shallow
and interm ediate depths have been considerably lowered a s Fig. 2.6
illustrates.

Changes in salinity with time

Figure 2.7a show s how the NaCI concentration of pore w aters
ch an ges a s a function of depth and time when D = D*o2 and the
subsidence rate is 20 m.Ma-1. For the first 50 Ma or so of subsidence,
salinity increases alm ost linearly with depth, but after 50 Ma, the increase
in salinity with depth is curvilinear and the rate of change in salinity with
depth in creases d eep er in the section. This is due to two p ro cesses that
operate simultaneously: (1) advection of fresh w ater downward at a rate
that is dependent on the rate of subsidence of the evaporite, and (2)
thickening of the "diffusion front" above the evaporite. B ecause sedim ent
diffusion coefficients are low in the d eep er part of the section, NaCI
cannot be transported upward a s fast a s at shallow depths, and deep
pore w aters remain concentrated in NaCI. Figure 2.7a show s that after
150 Ma, NaCI concentrations coincide with steady-state concentrations.

Figure 2.7b

illustrates the results when the subsidence rate is 50

m.Ma*1. In this c ase, after only 20 Ma, the salinity profile becom es
curvilinear, an d after 60 Ma, when the top of the evaporite h as subsided
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Fig. 2.7. NaCI concentration versus depth, (a) Evaporite subsides slowly
at a rate of 20 m/Ma; the salinity profile after 150 Ma coincides with the
steady-state profile calculated when the top of the evaporite is fixed at a
depth of 3000 m. (b) Evaporites subsides at an intermediate rate of 50
m/Ma; d ash ed line indicates the steady state profile calculated when the
top of the evaporite is fixed at a depth of 3000 m. (c) Evaporite subsides
at a depth of 500 m/Ma; d ash ed line indicates the steady state profile
calculated when the top of the evaporite is fixed at a depth of 3000 m,
note the large deviation from steady-state when the evaporite h as
subsided to a depth of 3 km. o 0 = 0.5, a = 0.0003; D = D 0 2;
C(0,t) = 0 g I'1 NaCI; and C(3000,t) = 412 g i‘1 NaCI.
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to a depth of 3000 m, NaCI concentrations have not reached steadystate. Figure 2.7c is analogous to Figure 2.7a and b, but illustrates the
results w hen the subsidence rate is very fast, 500 m.Ma*1. Salinities
increase very slowly with depth, at first, and thereafter increase with
depth more rapidly. The reason for this is that fresh connate w aters are
advected downward rapidly. The effect of this is to advect th e whole
salinity profile downward. W hen th e top of the evaporite is at a depth of
3000 m, NaCI concentrations show a very large deviation from steady
state, mainly b e ca u se rapid subsidence of the evaporite leaves a trail of
fresh pore w aters above it and there is little time for diffusion to raise
NaCI concentrations in the shallow er part of the section.

As s u b s id e n c e b e c o m e s m o re rapid, tra n s ie n t salinity
p ro file s d e v ia te

in c re a sin g ly from th e s te a d y - s ta te

p ro file s

(Figs. 2 .7 b a n d 2 .7 c). H ow ever, for th e s e c a s e s , s te a d y -s ta te
salinity pro files a re a c h ie v e d a fte r 150 Ma, im plying th a t
diffu sive salin ity pro files in old e v a p o rite b a s in s m ay not
refle ct th e early s u b s id e n c e history. For m o d e ra te to high
s u b s id e n c e ra te s (50 m .M a-1 to 500 m.Ma"1) r e p re s e n te d by
F ig u res 2 .7 b a n d 2 .7c, diffusive fluxes of s a lt p a s t th e
s e d im e n t-w a te r in te rfa c e w ould in c re a s e a fte r

c e s s a tio n of

s u b s id e n c e , bu t w ould still b e m uch le s s th a n for th e c a s e of a
slo w s u b s id e n c e ra te , b e c a u s e th e NaCI c o n c e n tra tio n g ra d ie n t
a t th e s e d im e n t-w a te r in te rfa c e is low. F or a g iv en layer, th e
NaCI c o n c e n tra tio n in c r e a s e s with tim e (Fig. 2 .7 d ).
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Fig. 2.7 (d) Change in NaCi concentration with time for three specific
layers. The subsidence rate is 20 m/Ma and the basin-fill is sand.
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Fig. 2.8 Total am ount of com pacted halite destroyed in m eters for a
horizontal cross-sectional a re a of 1 m2 in the sedim entary basin. This
h a s two com ponents: (1) the cumulative flux due to diffusion p ast a
horizontal cross-sectional a re a of 1 m2 at a depth of 10 m; and (2) the
am ount of salt that rem ains dissolved in the pore water, which increases
a s the evaporite su b sid es and a s the pore w ater column thickens. The
subsidence rate is: (a) 20 m/Ma; (b) 50 m/Ma; and (c) 500 m/Ma. For (a),
(b), and (c): b q = 0.05 {or5%); a = 0.003; D = dV; C(0,t) = 0 g I '1 NaCi;
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GEOLOGICAL FACTORS CONTROLLING DIFFUSIVE FLUXES

The c o n seq u en ces of diffusive m ass transport are important for
evaporites in sedim enatry basins b ecause an extremely large thickness
of salt can be dissolved when the subsidence rate is low. Here, we show
calculations of cumulative m ass fluxes of NaCi past the sedim ent w ater
interface m ade for a variety of different geological situations, using eqn.

(4).
Subsidence a s a variable

Figure 2.8a show s results for the c a se when D = D*o2 and when
the subsidence rate is 20 m.Ma-1. After 150 Ma, 270 m of com pacted
halite have been destroyed. Diffusive m ass transport accounts for 220 m
(81%) of the destruction, w hereas the am ount of salt dissolved and
remaining in the pore w ater column is equivalent to 50 m (18%). The salt
flux integrated through time, and the total am ount of salt dissolved
increased very rapidly during initial subsidence. This is intuitively
reasonable b e ca u se the concentration gradient at a depth of 10 m is high
at early tim es and low in the late subsidence history (Fig. 2.7a, b). Sixty
two percent of the salt dissolved is lost in the first 30 Ma, but the rate of
salt destruction slows down thereafter b ecause the advection of fresh
connate w ater downward retards diffusion upward to the surface. Late in
the subsidence history, upward diffusion of salt merely redistributes salt
within the thickening pore w ater column.

Subsidence histories calculated by Nunn (1984) for Ju rassic
sedim ents in the Northern Gulf C oast Basin indicate that betw een 190
Ma and 160 Ma before the present, the subsidence rate w as about 20
m.Ma-1; betw een 160 Ma and 110 Ma before the present, the subsidence
rate averaged 30 m.Ma-1; but for the past 50 Ma, subsidence has been
very slow, less than 5 m.Ma*1. Estim ates for the post-compaction
thickness of the Louann prior to diapirism range from 450 to 600 m
(Kupfer et al., 1976). If we take an intermediate thickness of 525 m, and if
we assum e an average subsidence rate of 20 m.Ma-1 acting for 150 Ma,
then 30% of the originally deposited Louann would have to be dissolved
and rem oved by diffusion.

If only a few hundred m eters of halite were deposited in a slowly
subsiding basin, they would be destroyed during subsidence, a s might
have been the c a se in the Illinois Basin, in which bedded evaporites are
not observed, but deep pore w aters are very salty with a s much a s 200 g
I "1 of total dissolved solids (Fig. 2.1). Additional calculations (not
presented) show that if the evaporites are totally destroyed after reaching
a depth of 3000 m, and if no further subsidence occurs, the salinity of
w aters will remain high for a long time, at least 300 Ma after com plete
dissolution of the evaporites and cessation of subsidence. In evaporites
that contain anhydrite, it is possible that significant am ounts of C a may be
transported by diffusion a s well. The rapidity with which halite can be
destroyed by diffusion, given slow subsidence, suggests that K or Mg
salts may be destroyed more rapidly becau se of their higher solubility.

Our calculations do not take into account the fact that, in actual
sedim entary basins, there are likely to be sedim ents under the
evaporites, and that diffusion is likely to occur not only upward, but
downward a s well. We have also neglected the effects of possible
overpressuring of sedim ents below the evaporites at som e stage in the
subsidence history or possible free convective groundwater flow. If this
occurred, a term due to advective flux would have to be added on to the
diffusive flux and the net effect would be to increase the am ount of halite ,
destroyed. Early in the subsidence history of the North Louisiana Salt
Basin, geotherm al gradients may have been 60 to 70°C km-1 (Nunn et
al., 1984), twice a s high a s the present day geothermal gradient, 33°C
km-1. Intuitively, we should expect diffusive fluxes to be much greater for
higher geotherm al gradients.

Figure 2.8b show s that the total am ount of salt dissolved and the
total integrated salt flux past 10 m depth, through time, are lower when
the subsidence rate is lower, 50 m.Ma-1. This is due to two factors: (1)
Fresh connate w aters are advected downward at a faster rate, 50 m .M a'1
com pared to 20 m.Ma*1 in Fig. 2.8a. Therefore, at any given time,
concentration gradients n ear the surface are lower than in Fig. 2.8a. (2)
Diffusion acts over a shorter time than in Fig. 2.8a. In this c a se of more
rapid subsidence, the total thickness of salt destroyed after 60 Ma is 112
m of which 71 m (62%) is due to diffusion through the surface and 42 m
(38%) is due to salt existing in the pore waters. Figure 2.8c show s the
results when the subsidence rate is 500 m.Ma-1. The total thickness of
salt destroyed is 17 m of which only 14.6 m (86%) is represented by salt

existing in the pore water column and 2.1 m (14%) is due to diffusion.
The smail contribution of diffusive m ass transport is due to the greatly
reduce time factor, 6 Ma in Figure 2.8c versus 60 Ma in Figure 8b and
150 Ma in Figure 2.8a, a s well a s the rapid advection of fresh connate
pore w aters downward from the surface.

Such rapid subsidence rates are probably unlikely in the
subsidence histories of most intracratonic basins. Subsidence rates in
the Michigan Basin were 4 to 80 m.Ma-1 in the center and less near the
margins {Nunn et al., 1984, p. 299). The results shown in Fig. 2.8c
su g g est that destruction of evaporites should be great in intracratonic
basins, especially at the margins of the basin where subsidence rates
should be slower.

Upper boundary condition a s a variable - The burial of sedim ents with
marine water

So far, we have assum ed that sedim ents with fresh connate w ater
(0 g I ' 1 NaCi) are deposited. The results obtained by depositing
sedim ents with marine connate w ater (33 g I ~1 NaCi) are not significantly
different. The effect of burying the evaporite under sedim ents with marine
connate w ater is to decrease the total thickness of salt destroyed and the
diffusive salt flux by roughly 5-10% due to the reduced concentration
gradients.

Lithology a s a variabie-diffusion in a shaly section

So far, we have taken o0 = 0.5 and a » 0.0003 (n r1), values which
are appropriate for san d s and sandstones in the Northern Gulf Coast. For
shales, o0 = 0.8 and a = 0.0012 (n r1) are probably more appropriate
(Fig. 2.3). Also, b ecause shales have higher tortuosities, we have
selected D = D*.o4. The results in Figure 2.8d show that a significant
amount of salt is destroyed even when the evaporites are buried by
shales. After 150 Ma, a total of 175 m of salt is destroyed of which 165 m
(94%) is the diffusive flux and 10 m (6%) is the am ount remaining in the
pore w ater column. The reason for this is that the porosity of shale is
higher than the porosity of the sandstones in the shallow part of the
section, and therefore the term o4 is larger than o2. This is important
because m ost of the diffusive m ass transport occurs very early in the
subsidence history of the evaporite.

Our calculations thus indicate that the am ount of salt destroyed by
diffusive m ass transport is likely to be significant not only in sand-rich
sections, but also in shale-rich sections.

GRAVITATIONAL STABILITY OF PORE WATER

Many workers have suggested that free convection of groundwater
occurs in many sedimentary basins (e.g., Donaldson, 1962; Wood and
Hewett, 1982; Blanchard and Sharp, 1985). The basic prem ise is that,
when geotherm al gradients are sufficiently high, d e ep e r groundwaters

should be less d e n se than shallow groundw aters and should ascend. So
far, we have neglected effects of free convection, and for this reason, our
estim ates of upward fluxes of NaCi due to diffusion alone must be
considered a s minimum values.

Using a relation given by Phillips et al. (1981) to calculate the
density of NaCi solutions a s a function of pressure, tem perature, and
NaCi concentration, the profile of pore w ater density versus depth can be
traced a s a function of subsidence rate and time. Figure 2.9a show s the
results when the subsidence rate equals 20 m.Ma"1. B ecause the
subsidence rate is slow, salt diffuses to shallow depths rapidly enough so
that densities consistently increase with depth.

Figure 2.9b show s the results when subsidence is m ore rapid, 50
m.Ma"1. Again, denisty increases alm ost continuously with depth except
for large tim es such a s 60 Ma when there is a zone from 100 to 600 m
that is very slightly unstable. Figure 2.9c show s the results when
subsidence is very rapid, 500 m.Ma"1. The main observation to be m ade
here is that only very rapid subsidence gives rise to a gravitationally
unstable pore w ater column. A thick column of fresh w ater is formed by
rapid advection downward from the surface and this fresh w ater becom es
buoyant a s it is heated. We conclude that free convection may not be
possible in salt basins of the type considered here undergoing active
subsidence until the salt b ed s have subsided to depths of several
kilometers.
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Fig. 2.9. Density of pore w ater a s a function of depth and time, (a)
S ubsidence rate equals 20 m/Ma. Although the effect of tem perature
alone would m ake fresh w ater buoyant at depths of 3000 m, the high
salinities ensure th at the pore w ater column will be in hydrostatic
equilibrium throughout the subsidence history of the basin, (b)
Subsidence rate equals 50 m/Ma. Note that there is a zone of slight
instability of pore w ater which extends from 100 to 600 m depth after 60
Ma. (c) Subsidence rate equals 500 m/Ma. Note th e zone of
gravitationally unstable pore w ater extends from 100 to 1800 m depth
after 6 Ma.
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Salinity profiles due to steady-state upward flow plus dispersion

R egardless of subsidence rates, profiles of salinity versus depth
due to diffusion have gradients that actually increase downward (Fig.
2.1). The difference implies that although diffusion is an important brineforming process, by itself, it is inadequate to explain observed salinity
profiles in many sedim entary basins. Upward advection of w aters with
accom panying diffusion and dispersion are likely to be modifying
processes. Here, we consider the effects of steady-state upward flow and
dispersion on the salinity profile. Bredehoeft and Papadopoulos (1965)
noted that upward flow of groundwaters can result in slightly convex
upward profiles of tem perature versus depth. Here, we m ake u se of their
observation to dem onstrate the effects of steady-state upward flow and
dispersion on the salinity profile.

The effects of upward flow is to shift NaCi concentrations towards
high values in the d eep er part of the section and thereby simulate salinity
profiles actually observed in the Alberta, Illinois, and Michigan Basins
(Fig. 2.1). We can evaluate the effects of steady state upward flow by
solving the following boundary value problem for NaCi concentrations:
5.920/3x2 + v.3C/3x = 0

subject to C(0) = 0 g I"1 NaCi and C(3000) = 412 g I '1 NaCi. This is the
advection-dispersion equation for steady-state conditions, w here the

advection rate v and the dispersion coefficients D are constants. The
solution to this differential equation is

C(x) = 412.[ exp(xv/D) - exp(3000v/5)].(exp(3000v/D) - 1]-1

an d is equivalent to the soution of Bredehoeft and P apadopoulos (1965)
for tem peratures in a vertical profile. The results are show n in Fig. 2.10
for constant upward flow velocities ranging from -0.01 to -1 m .y r1 and a
constant dispersion coefficient of 108 m2.Ma*1. Although our choice of a
numerically high value of D may be questioned and although constant
upward flow velocities may be unrealistic, the solutions clearly
dem onstrate the im portance of upward flow and dispersion in generating
convex-upward salinity profiles that are actually observed in som e
sedim entary basins. Bethke (1985) show ed that upward flow velocities
d u e to com paction in intracratonic basins such a s the Illinois Basin are
on the order of 10'3 m.yr*1. Such velocities may be too low to gen erate
upward-convex salinity profiles shown in Fig. 2.10, but in th e Gulf C oast
Basins, w here sedim entation rate s may have been much higher,
com paction flow m ay have been more important.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using finite difference m ethods, we have show n that, in theory,
very saline pore w aters can form in subsiding sedim entary b asin s by
dissolution of evaporites and the su b seq u en t upward diffusion of
dissolved salt. The m ass fluxes are sufficient to destroy several hundred
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Fig. 2.10. Salinity profiles due to steady-state upward flow with
dispersion. The velocity v is constant for each profile and the dispersion
coefficient D is also a constant equal to 108m/Ma. Results are shown for
v= -0.01 m/yr, v = -0.1 m/yr, v = -0.5 m/yr, and v = -1 m/yr. The negative
velocities take into account the fact that flow is upward. Note the similarity
in the upward convexity of th ese profiles with those for the Alberta,
Illinois, and Michigan Basins in Fig. 2.1. The dots are salinities calculated
from the steady state solution to the advection-dispersion equation
referred to in the text.

m eters of com pacted NaCI over periods of 150 Ma or less. W here
subsidence rates are slow or negligible, a much greater thickness of
evaporite could be destroyed, perhaps a s much a s 1000 m over a 300
Ma period of time. This may be the reason why no evaporites are found
in the Illinois Basin although the w aters are still very saline at depth. In
the North Louisiana Salt Basin, a s much a s 30% of the salt originally
deposited may have been destroyed by the diffusive m ass transfer since
the time of deposition.

W here subsidence rates are very rapid, fresh w aters are advected
downward so rapidly that the diffusive fluxes of salt through the surface
are negligible. Although diffusion of dissolved NaCI is an important brineforming process during the subsidence of an evaporite, it does not
explain the convex-upward nature of salinity gradients that are actually
observed in portions of som e sedim entary basins. Advection, convection,
and dispersion must be additional transport p ro ce sses that modify the
salinity profiles.
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ABSTRACT

Active halite dissolution occurs around num erous salt dom es in
Louisiana forming brines with a s much a s 300 g/l TDS, m ost of which is
Na and Cl. We numerically modeled the possible dynam ics of: 1) brinedensity flow induced by solute concentration gradients, and 2) thermal
convection induced by tem perature gradients, around hypothetical salt
dom es. Calculated maximum flow velocities due to brine density flow
range from 1 cm/yr to 1 m/yr even in low permeability sedim ents, much
greater than velocities due to thermal convection. Im m ense quantities of
halite can be dissolved by brine density flow, up to 3 km3/Ma, and
formation of brine plum es can occur very rapidly, in som e c a s e s requiring
less than 1 Ma. Maximum flow velocities increase with bulk permeability
and d e c re a se with increasing anisotropy. G eopressured w aters bleeding
upward into the hydropressured zone may affect brine formation in the
hydropressured zone, provided permeability of th e geopressured zone is
sufficiently high.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Numerous salt dom es exist In the subsurface of the onshore and
offshore Louisiana Gulf Coast, and active halite dissolution occurs along
the margins of som e of th ese dom es. Minor (1925) reported a system atic
increase in salinity of w aters near two salt dom es, the Edgerly dom e in
Louisiana and the G oose C reek dome in Texas. Around Welsh dom e in
Southwest Louisiana, the salinities of w aters in Miocene sedim ents
surrounding the dom e range from 70 to 200 g/l TDS (Bennett and Hanor,
1987). Chemical analyses show that som e pore-w aters have a s much a s
300 g/l TDS near Iowa Dome in Southwest Louisiana. B ecause
sedim ents around Welsh and Iowa Domes were deposited in fluvial,
deltaic, or normal marine environments, connate w ater that existed in the
sedim ents at the time of their deposition probably had salinities no
greater than seaw ater (35 g/l TDS). Evidently, a large am ount of NaCI
h as been dissolved and transported from distances exceeding 5 km
within the p ast 5 to 25 million years. From calculations of the pore-water
density field, Bennett and Hanor (1987) deduced that convective
groundw ater flow should occur around the W elsh dom e, and Hanor
(1987) cam e to a similar conclusion for the Iberia dom e in South
Louisiana.

Using electric logs of d eep oilfield boreholes in south Louisiana,
Hanor et al. (1986) found that a w edge of fresh w ater exists from the
surface to depths of about 0.5 km, and that this wedge thins to the south,
towards the coast. Furthermore, salinities increase with depth to a

maximum of about 150 g/l betw een 1 and 4 km and then d e c re a se below
th at (Fig. 3.1). This salinity profile occurs acro ss the entire 320 km width
of south Louisiana. Hanor et al. (1986) attributed the high salinity zone to
dissolution of NaCI from num erous salt dom es at depths w here th e
brines occur. The interval w here th e d e c re a se in salinity occurs is
dominantly shaiy and g e o p ressu red (with abnormally high fluid
p ressures).

It is of obvious interest to determ ine how quickly plum es of
dissolved NaCI can form around salt dom es when solute concentration
gradients drive groundw ater flow, and how quickly halite can be
dissolved around shallow salt do m es when brine-density flow occurs in
sedim ents flanking th e salt dom es. Natural density-driven groundw ater
flow may be a con seq u en ce of solute concentration gradients a s well a s
tem perature gradients. In order to sim ulate this type of flow, it is
n ecessary to solve three coupled partial differential equations, one for
fluid flow, one for solute transport, and one for heat transport, th e three
equations being coupled by fluid density. At a recent m eeting of
HYDROCOIN, an international cooperative project for studying, and
com paring groundw ater modeling strategies for radioactive w aste
m anagem ent, the general conclusion reach ed w as that nonlinear
problem s such a s density-driven flow resulting from sait-brine diffusion
pose a g reat difficulty for m any numerical simulation co d es (Nicholson
and Cole, 1987). It is thus not surprising th at from a list of 225
docum ented com puter co d es for groundw ater flow, solute transport, and
heat transport (Van der Heijde and Srinivasan, 1985) only two are
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Figure 3.1. Fence diagram showing th e salinity distribution of pore w aters
in th e subsurface of south Louisiana, at bottom, an d location of crosssectio n s comprising th e fence, at top (after H anor e t al., 1986). Note: a) a
w edge of fresh water, <1 g/l, thinning from North to South, b) w idespread
occurrence of brines with >100 g/i TDS at dep th s >1 km, and c) d e c re a se
in salinities at depths of 3 to 4 km. T he w idespread occurrence of brines
with 100 to 150 g/l TDS corresponds to d epths to which m any salt dom es
h av e risen.

capable of simultaneously solving all three coupled equations mentioned
above. T he first of th ese codes (Runchal and Hocking, 1981; Fujioka and
Runchal, 1982) is proprietary, w hereas the second, SWIFT (R eeves and
Cranwell, 1981; Finley and R eeves, 1982), w as not available to us in a
compatible version at the time we started this p ro jec t. To our knowledge,
the only geologic example in which brine density flow is fully coupled
with heat transport, is a study of w astew ater injection in a coastal aquifer
by Fujioka and Runchal (1982). In the c a se studied by th ese workers, the
range of salinities and tem peratures w as very low.

Using SUTRA, a U.S. Geological Survey numerical model for
sim ultaneous fluid and heat or solute transport (Voss, 1984), we have
investigated the possible dynamics of density-driven groundwater flow
n ear salt dom es. The advantages of SUTRA are that it permits simulation
of flow due to gradients in either solute concentration or tem perature. In
one c ase , we permit density-driven flow to occur in response to solute
concentration gradients arising from halite dissolution around a salt
dom e, and neglect the effects of tem perature. In a second c a se , we
permit density-driven flow to occur in response to tem perature gradients
and neglect the effects of solute concentration. We show how, under
certain conditions, large volumes of halite can be dissolved from the top
and flanks of salt dom es. Also, we show that the m agnitudes of flow
resulting from thermal convection are likely to be less than that of brinedensity flow by a factor of 0.05 for similar geom etries and sedim ent
properties.

2 . CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF FLOW AROUND SALT DOMES

Figure 3.2 show s the location of 203 known salt dom es and three
salt dom e basins in the subsurface of onshore and offshore Louisiana. In
the North Louisiana Salt Basin, the rate of salt dom e growth w as most
rapid in the late Jurassic, 140 to 145 Ma b.p. (Lobao and Pilger, 1985,
p .196) with a period of minor growth in the C retaceous from 105 to 115
Ma b.p. In south Louisiana, dom e growth is currently active, a s is
evidenced by outcropping of salt or uplift of recent sedim ents, or w as
recently active during the Miocene or Pliocene b e cau se of very rapid
sedim ent deposition during th ese times.

In num erous a re a s of south Louisiana, shallow salt diapirs have
penetrated upward through a deep sequence of overpressured marine
shales, sedim ents with relatively low permeability, into an overlying
sequence of fluvial and deltaic sands. It is in this upperm ost, more
perm eable section that salt dissolution and brine formation a p p ea r to be
occurring. In th e numerical calculations described here, we have
modeled flow conditions around a shallow dom e w here the top of the salt
is 1 km d e e p and the b ase of the perm eable section is 2 km deep. Within
sait dom e basins, dom es ap p ear to be spaced 10 to 20 km apart (Fig.
3.2). Therefore, for simulation purposes, the dom e of interest is assum ed
to be part of an array of similar dom es spaced 10 km apart (Fig. 3.3), and
thus has a radius of influence of 5 km. In fact, the cross-sectional area of
influence of each dom e in the array is a hexagonal polygon. By treating
this hexagonal polygon a s a circle, we consider flow in only two
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Figure 3.2. Locations of the 203 known salt dom es in onshore and
offshore Louisiana (modified after a map prepared by the D epartm ent of
Natural R esources, Louisiana Geological Survey). T he salt dom es are
located in three provinces: the North Louisiana Salt Basin, the
northw estern extension of the Mississippi Salt Basin within Louisiana,
and th e Gulf Sait Basin. Within each salt basin, the average spacing
betw een dom es is 10 - 20 km, although g reater or le sse r spacings exist
for certain dom es.
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Figure 3.3. The hypothetical dom e of interest for simulation purposes, in
the center, is surrounded by six identical do m es which are 10 km away.
The radially symmetric cross-section of interest is shown sh ad ed . In fact,
the cross-sectional a re a of influence for each salt dom e is a hexagonal
polygon, but for this study, we a ssu m e that this hexagonal polygon can
be approxim ated by a circle of radius 5 km. In doing so, we consider flow
in only two dim ensions. The solute concentration contours an d flow
vectors a re schem atic an d do not have assig n ed numerical values. In
g eneral solute concentrations l&crtasz upward.
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dim ensions. While the above interdomal spacing and radius of influence
fall within typical ranges observed in much of th e Louisiana Gulf Coast,
details of th e geologic setting of naturally occurring dom es are of course
unique (Halbouty, 1979). W e wish to em phasize that the idealized c a se s
d iscussed here are not m eant to describe specific field exam ples or a
universal model, but rather to represent som e of our initial numerical
experim ents designed to provide general information on probable
dynam ics of brine-density flow.

3. TYPES OF SIMULATIONS CONDUCTED

W e conducted two categories of simulations. In the first, we
studied brine density flow neglecting the effects of tem perature, w hereas
in the second, we studied thermal convection neglecting the effects of
solute concentration. Our intent w as to evaluate the relative importance
of the two end-m em ber types of density-driven flow. For all of our
simulations, impermeable boundaries were specified at the sides of the
cross-section (Figs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6), w hereas at the surface, fluid
pressure w as assigned a constant value of 0 Pa. For two simulations
which evaluated the effect of fluids escaping from a geopressured
(abnormally pressured) zone, abnormally high fluid p ressu res were
specified within the geopressured sedim ent (Fig. 3.5).

The boundary conditions stated previously are justified by our
conceptual model shown in Fig. 3.3 for pervasive brine formation in much of
South Louisiana at depths below 1 km (Fig. 3.1). In our conceptual model for
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Figure 3.4. Finite elem ent m esh for brine density flow. Stippled a re a
corresponds to salt dome. At the surface, P=0.0 and C=0.0. No fluid or
solute flux occurs out of the sides and b ase. Nodes within the salt dome
have extremely low porosity and permeability (0=10-4 and K=10'12
darcy), and are always saturated with respect to halite (C=0.3).
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Figure 3.5. Finite elem ent m esh for brine density fiow with e sc a p e of
g eo p ressu red w aters superim posed. The lower layer of elem ents, lightly
sh ad ed , is th e caprock of g eo p ressu red zone. N odes with dots indicate
constant p ressu re of 36 MPa, inbetween hydrostatic an d lithostatic
p ressure for a depth of 2 km. The g eo p ressu re caprock, is anisotropic,
with kmin/kmax=10*2, w here kmjn is minimum permeability (vertical) and
kmax is maximum permeability (horizontal). T he solid black elem ent has
kmin=kmax and therefore acts a s a tap bleeding th e g eo p ressu red zone.
No fluid or solute flux occurs out of the sides. At the top, fluid pressure is
0 P a and solute concentration is 0.
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Figure 3.6. Finite elem ent m esh for therm al convection simulations. Top
of b asem ent at 8 km is an im perm eable barrier. H eat flux normal to the
b a s e equals 50 mW/m2 (mW-10*3 Watt), or 1.2 H eat Flow Units. No fluid
or h eat flux occurs out of the sides. At the surface, P=0.0 and T=20°C.
Porosity and permeability of Units 1 and 2 are referred to given text (see
section 3.2). Unit 3 corresponds to the salt dom e.
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brine form ation, brine plum es form around each of the hypothetical salt
dom es, indicated by the schem atic solute concentration contours in Fig. 3.3.
As time p ro g resses, plum es coalesce to form brines over a wide area. At the
vertical boundaries betw een coalescing brine plum es from adjacent dom es,
no lateral fluid or solute flux would occur and groundw ater flow and solute
transport would be upward. W e realize that our assum ption of fresh pore
w ater at initial time is probably unrealistic b e c a u se a s a salt diapir pierces
sedim ent, brines would form concom itant to diapirism. However, b ecau se
this factor is too complex to take into account here, we ch o se to assu m e the
existence of an initially fresh pore w ater column. This yields maximum tim es
for brine formation. In order to determ ine the sensitivity of model results to
different geologic factors, the following ty p es of sim ulations w ere conducted.

3.1 Solute T ransport or Brine Density Flow

T he finite elem ent m ethod used in SUTRA yields transient
solutions to th e flow field and either solute concentrations (for brine
density flow), or tem peratures (for therm al convection) at discrete points
in sp a ce . Restrictions on computation time require that the num ber of
points at which a solution is obtained should not be more than a few
hundred. As a consequence, the size of the sm allest elem ent in our
m esh, within which permeability is a constant, is approximately 100 m x
100 m (Fig. 3.4). Therefore, in modeling natural se q u e n c e s in which
individual sedim entary units range from 10 cm to 50 m thick, individual
units m ust be lumped together.

Most m easurem ents of permeability in the subsurface of South
Louisiana have been m ade from cores recovered from oil wells. The
sampling frequently reflects a bias tow ards sa n d s rather than muds
b ecau se it is the sa n d s that are more perm eable, form petroleum
reservoirs, and are therefore of greater interest. Permeability
m easurem ents of sa n d s in South Louisiana over a depth range of 0 to 2
km range from 10 '3 darcy to 5 darcy according to the d ata of Bebout and
Gutierrez (1981) and m easurem ents from sedim ents around W est
Hackberry dom e show that the most common values at depths of 1600 m
to 2000 m are 10’3 to 10'2 darcy and 10'1 to 1 darcy (Fig. 4.8 in Chapter
4). Permeabilities of less than 1CT3 darcy usually correspond to muds,
silts, and cem ented sands. Our choice of permeabilities for the
simulations that follow is thus consistent with m easurem ents, although on
the low side, b ecau se it takes into account the sampling bias towards
san d s.

For solute transport simulations, all nodes within the salt dom e
were assigned constant NaCI concentrations of 0.3, or 30 wt%, an
approximate value for halite saturation at the depth of interest. In all of the
c a se s here, we assum e that even though salt dissolves with time, the
shape of the salt dom e does not change b ecau se new salt is
continuously fed from beneath. We assigned a porosity of 10‘4
(essentially zero), expressed a s a ratio of pore volume to sediment
volume, and a permeability of 10'12 darcy to the dom e to make the
surface of the dom e analogous to a no-flow boundary and minimize

aqueous fluid flow within the dome. At the surface, solute concentration
w as assigned a constant value of 0.0, based on the assum ption that the
influx of meteoric w ater or advective-diffusive loss of NaCI at the surface
would keep surface w aters fresh. In fact, Hanor et al. (1986) have shown
that a surface zone of fresh w ater is w idespread in south Louisiana,
even where salt dom es are common in the subsurface. For initial
conditions, we assum ed that fresh (C a 0) pore-w aters existed
everywhere and were hydrostatically pressured.

3.1.1 H om ogeneous, isotropic, low-k medium

The dom e is surrounded by hom ogeneous, isotropic sedim ent of
permeability 10'3 darcy, a value which lies in the middle of the range for
consolidated sandstones (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 29). Sands
betw een 0 and 2 km d eep in south Louisiana are mostly unconsolidated
and have permeabilities that range from 10'3 to 5.0 darcy (Bebout and
Gutierrez, 1981). Unfortunately, there is a dearth of m easurem ents on the
m udstones that are interbedded with th ese san d s. W e have assum ed
that the permeabilities of m udstones that are intercalated within the
san d s are probably lower than those in the adjacent san d s by a factor
exceeding 102 or 103. Consequently, the 10'3 darcy value may be
considered a m ean for san d s and shales within the depth interval of
interest for our hypothetical salt dome.

3.1.2 Hom ogeneous, isotropic, high-k medium.

Hom ogeneous, isotropic sedim ent with a permeability of 10-1
darcy surrounds the dom e. Our intent in showing results for this c a se is to
dem onstrate the rate at which brine plumes may form in shallow,
perm eable sedim ents.

3.1.3 Hom ogeneous, anisotropic, low-k sedim ent with a low kmin/kmax
ratio and a high kmjn/kmax rat'0-

In this c ase, maximum permeability in the horizontal direction is
10*3 darcy. Two exam ples are shown, for which kmjn, minimum
permeabilities in the vertical direction are 10'4 darcy and 10-5 darcy
respectively.

3.1.4 G eopressured flow from low-k geopressured zone

In the Gulf of Mexico basin, maximum velocities generated by
compaction-driven flow due to expulsion of geopressured w aters is on
the order of 10‘3 m/yr (Blanchard, 19S7). Bredehoeft and Hanshaw
(1968) calculated that hydraulic conductivities of 10'8 cm /sec or lower
would be needed to create fluid pressures approaching lithostatic for a
sedimentation rate of 500 m/Ma. This corresponds to a permeability of
10*5 darcy. In the Mississippi fan, a d eep -sea subm arine fan in the Gulf of
Mexico, permeabilities of overpressured sedim ents have been reported

to range from 10-3 darcy for near-surface sedim ents to 10'8 darcy for
sedim ents at 550 m sub-sea bottom depth (Bryant et at.,1985, p.299).

This simulation w as designed to te st the influence of
g eopressured w aters escaping upward into the brine plume. A constant
fluid pressure of 36 MPa w as assigned to the b a se of the hydropressured
zone for nodes in sediment at a depth of 2 km (Fig. 3.5). This
corresponds to a fluid pressure midway betw een hydrostatic and
lithostatic pressure. Our choice of permeabilities for the geopressure
caprock in Figure 5 w as guided by the observations of Bredehoeft and
Hanshaw (1968), and Bryant et al. (1985). Permeabilities of the
g eo p ressure caprock between 1900 m and 2000 m are kmax"10' 6 darcy,
kmin=10‘8 darcy. Hom ogeneous isotropic sedim ent with k=10-3 darcy
exists above 1900 m. Porosity is 0.25 for sedim ents above 1900 m depth
and 0.10 for geopressured sedim ent from 1900 m to 2000 m depth. We
assu m ed in this simulation that w aters influent into the lower boundary
are fresh with C=0.

3.1.5 G eopressured flow from high-k geopressured zone

This is similar to case 3.1.4, but the permeabilities of the
geopressure caprock between 1900 m and 2000 m are higher: kmax=10*4
darcy, kmjn=10*6 darcy. This c a se evaluates the importance of
permeability of the geopressured zone in controlling fluid outflux.

3.2

Therm al Convection

In this category, we assum e an impermeable b ase at a depth of 8
km corresponding to the basem ent (Fig. 3.6). W e assu m e a basem ent
heat flux of 50 mW/m2 (mW a 10'3 Watt) corresponding to 1.2 Heat Flow
Units. This is a value in accordance with basem ent h eat flux
m easurem ents in the northern Gulf C oast (Smith et al.,1981). Thermal
conductivity of the salt w as specified a s 6.0 W/m/°C (Keen, 1983; Jensen,
1983), w hereas thermal conductivity of w ater and solid grains were
specified a s 0.7 W/m/°C and 1.8 W/m/°C respectively (Wood and Hewett,
1982, p.1710). B ecause of its high therm al conductivity, the salt dome
acts a s a conduit for heat flow. For initial conditions, we used a steady
state, conductive tem perature field with fluid velocities equal to zero.

3.2.1 Two layer c a se with high-k lower layer

For this c a se , a porosity of 0.25 w as assigned to sedim ent above 2
km (Unit 1 in Fig. 3.6), and a porosity of 0.05 w as assigned to sedim ent
from 2 to 8 km deep (Unit 2 in Fig. 3.6). Here, we m ade no distinction
betw een permeabilities of Unit 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.6) and se t kmax=10'3 darcy
and kmjn=10'5 darcy for all sedim ent surrounding the dom e.

3.2.2 Two layer c a se with low-k lower layer

Here, w e se t k max= 10*3 darcy and k min= 10~5 darcy for all sedim ent
above 2 km (Unit 1 in Fig. 3.6), w hereas k max=10*6 darcy, k min=10*8 darcy
for sedim ent from 2 to 8 km d eep (Unit 2 in Figure 3.6). This permits us to
com pare flow fields resulting from thermal convection alone with those
resulting from brine-density flow, for the region shallow er than 2 km,
b ecause velocities in sedim ent below 2 km d eep are minimized.

4. EQUATIONS OF FLOW AND TRANSPORT

For solute transport, two partial differential equations are solved
simultaneously, the fluid m ass balance equation (V oss,1984, p.34) and
the solute m ass balance equation (Voss.1984, p.42). A solution Is
obtained at each time step for fluid pressure, P, and solute concentration,
C, at each node in the finite element m esh. For h eat transport, the fluid
m ass balance equation is solved simultaneously with the solid matrixfluid heat balance equation (Voss,1984, p.38). Here, a solution is
obtained at each time step for pressure, P, and for tem perature, T, at
each node in the mesh.

For solute transport, a constant value of 1.5 x10-9 m2/se c w as
used for the m ean molecular diffusion coefficient of NaCI in free solution,
D0. According to Lerman (1979, p.89), this is the value for 20°C. Also, a
constant longitudinal dispersivity of 100 m and lateral dispersivity of 10 m

w ere u se d for all solute transport simulations, values which lie in th e 0 to
300 m range for dispersivities calibrated from field te s ts (A nderson,1979,
p.127). Within this category, we d iscu ss results of th e following five
c a se s.

5. MODIFICATIONS TO SUTRA

Minor modifications w ere m ade in SUTRA to m ake effective
sedim ent diffusion coefficients dependent on porosity, 0 . Using relations
given by Lerman (1979, p. 91), we assigned a tortuosity numerically
equivalent to 0*1 to sedim ents with maximum permeability, kmax equal to
or g reater than 10*3 darcy, assum ing that such sedim ents represent
san d s. W e assig n ed a tortuosity numerically equivalent to 0 "2 to
sed im ents with permeability of less than 10'3 darcy, assum ing that such
sedim ents represent m uds. The resultant sedim ent diffusion coefficient
for sa n d s (Berner, 1980, p.36), corrected for tortuosity is thus

D = D0 x o 2

and for shales,
D = D0 x o 3

For simulations of therm al convection, a modification of SUTRA w as
m ade to m ake therm al conductivities of elem ents d ep en d en t upon
lithology.

6. FLUID PROPERTIES

For our hypothetical cross-section of interest (Fig. 3.3), fluid
p ressures vary from 0 to approximately 20 MPa (200 bars). The increase
in fluid density due to pressure alone can be calculated using th e d a ta of
Phillips et al. (1981), and is approximately 0.8% for a 1 molal NaCI
solution. In comparison, the maximum increase in density due to solute
concentration alone is 20%, that which results when fresh w ater is
saturated with NaCI. B ecause of this, we feel it is reasonable to neglect
the pressure-dependence of density. Assuming an average geotherm at
gradient of 30°C/km, a reasonable value in the vicinity of salt dom es in
south Louisiana, tem perature would increase from 20°C at the surface to
80°C at depth of 2 km. Using the d a ta of Phillips et al. (1981), the
variation in fluid density with tem perature is approximately 2.3% over this
tem perature interval.

For density-driven flow resulting from solute concentration
gradients, fluid density in SUTRA is dependent on solute concentration
only (Voss,1984, p. 18) and the effects of tem perature are neglected.
Fluid density at concentration C, p(C), can be calculated from

p(C)= p0 + 3p/dC x [C - Co]

w here
p0 = density of fluid with reference concentration

(103 kg-fluid/m3)

9p/3C = rate of change in fluid density with solute
concentration (700 kg-fiuid2/m 3/kg-solute)
C = concentration of solute (kg-solute/kg-fluid)
' Co= reference concentration of solute (=0 in this study)

For h eat transport simulations, w e totally neglect the effects of
solute concentration on fluid density, and permit fluid density to be
linearly d ep en d en t on tem perature according to an equation given by
Voss (1984, p.17) such that

p(T)=p0 + 3p/9T x [T - T0]

w here

9p/8T = rate of change of fluid density with tem perature
P o= density of fluid at tem perature To
T ^ fluid tem perature (°C)
T0 = tem perature of fluid at which b a se density
is specified (20°C)

T he viscosity of pure w ater at 25°C is 0.89 x 10'3 kg/m /sec
w h ereas the viscosity of a 4 molal NaCI solution at 25°C is 1.38 x 10-3
kg/m /sec (Phillips et al.,1981). Viscosity c h a n g e s due to solute
concentration are small in contrast to viscosity ch an g e s that result from
tem perature ch an g es in the range of 20°C to 80°C. B ecause we w ere
primarily interested in dem onstrating order-of*magnitude effects, such a s
th o se du e to permeability and anisotropy variations, we consider fluid

viscosity to be a constant for all solute transport simulations, and equal to
the viscosity of fresh w ater at 20°C,

Po= 1.0 x 10 '3 kg/m/sec

Fluid viscosity is given by an equation of the type, p = p(T) (Voss, 1984,
p. 18).

7. RESULTS

7.1 Brine Density Flow

We first present results for the hom ogeneous, isotropic, low-k
sedim ent with porosity of 0.25, and a permeability of 10'3 darcy. In this
case, brine density flow develops almost instantly b e ca u se d e n se brines
that form near the flank of the salt dom e sink, and fresh, meteoric w aters
flow in to replace them (Fig. 3.7). After 0.1 Ma, maximum se e p a g e
velocities of 13 cm/yr occur adjacent to the dome. As time progresses,
brines fill up more of the sedim ent surrounding the salt dome.
Consequently, maximum flow velocities d e crea se , and after 1.0 Ma, the
maximum velocity drops to 10 cm/yr. In nature, w here brines already exist
around salt dom es, the velocities may be lower. The velocities calculated
at early tim es are maximum possible velocities; steady-state velocities
would probably be one order of magnitude lower. Three sta g e s in the
formation of the brine plume are shown, at 0.1 Ma, 0.4 Ma, and 1.0 Ma
(Fig. 3.8), and dem onstrate the rate at which brines can form. Velocities
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Figure 3.7. Brine density flow is induced by the sinking of d e n se halitesaturated brines formed near the top and flank of the dom e. Fresh
meteoric w aters recharge the sedim ents above the dom e w hereas
discharge to the surface occurs away from the dom e. The large hollow
arrow schem atically represents vectors for elem ents immediately
adjacent to the dom e. Average linear velocity vectors are scaled such
that lengths are proportional to logio (velocity). The largest vector is
plotted at the lower right. An arrow 1/2 the size of the largest arrow has a
magnitude 10*1 that of the largest vector, w hereas an arrow 1/3 the size
of the largest arrow has a magnitude 10-2 that of the largest vector.
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Figure 3.8. Formation of brine plum es can be rapid a s show n by th e
solute concentration field for brine density flow in hom ogeneous,
isotropic low-K medium. Solute concentration contours range from
C=0.05 to C=0.25 with a contour interval of 0.05.

a re low primarily b e ca u se of the low permeability c h o sen here. B ecause
unconsolidated sa n d s have perm eabilities 102 to 103 tim es higher, initial
flow velocities might be much larger, at lea st until diag en esis red u ces
perm eability.

W e next show results for the hom ogeneous, isotropic, high-k c a se ,
when k = 10--1 darcy. Brine formation is extrem ely rapid, and a n ear
stead y -state condition is reached after 0.2 Ma (Fig. 3.9). At very early
tim es, velocities near the dom e a re very high, 10 to 20 m/yr, but diminish
to less than 1 m/yr after 0.2 Ma. After 0.2 Ma, solute concentrations and
velocities ch an g e very slowly with time. B ecau se a constant solute
concentration of 30 wt % NaCI is m aintained at the sloping flank of the
salt dom e, there is a lateral density gradient a t all tim es n e a r the salt
dom e. C onsequently, convection continues even after the basin h a s
nearly filled with brine, although th e strength of th e convection cell
indicated by se e p a g e velocities dim inishes by more than one order of
m agnitude.

W e show next the results for two anisotropic exam ples, in which
k m t n = 1 0 '4

darcy, and with kmin= 1 0 - 5 darcy respectively, an d k m ax = 1 0 ‘3

darcy. A com parison of the flow field (Fig. 3.10) with th at for the
h o m ogeneous isotropic low-k c a se (Fig. 3.7), show s that a s kmjn/kmax
d e c re a se s, recharge of m eteoric w aters from the surface and discharge
of w aters at large distances from the salt dom e axis are reduced. It is also
clear that, a s km in/km ax d e c re a se s, the formation of brine plum es is
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Figure 3.9. Near-steady-state concentrations are achieved in a
geologically short time, in a hom ogeneous, isotropic, high-k medium.
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Figure 3.10. In a hom ogeneous, anisotropic medium recharge from the
surface and discharge to the surface is impeded a s kmin d ecreases. Also,
a s kmjn d e crea se s, maximum velocities d ecrease.

retarded (Fig. 3.11). Maximum velocities also d ecrease (Fig. 3.10),
although not in proportion to the d ecrease in anisotropy.

B ecause upwarping of sedim ents is som etim es observed near the
flanks of salt dom es, we tested the effects of upwarping by rotating the
permeability ten so r such that maximum permeability w as inclined at 40°
clockwise from the X-axis n ear the salt dome. We found that the effects of
upwarping of sedim ents n ear the dom e on solute concentration and flow
fields are minor com pared to the those of permeability and anisotropy,
and therefore, we have not included figures for this simulation. Brine
plume formation and maximum velocities are not significantly changed,
although near the salt dom e, velocity vectors tend to be inclined in the
direction of kmax-

The gross rate of growth of a salt dom e is defined a s the true rate
of salt flow, regardless of the actual movement of the diapir crest
(Jackson and Seni,1984, p.51). The gross growth rates for several salt
dom es from salt basins of e a st Texas, north Louisiana and W est
Germany vary from 0 to 500 m/Ma (Jackson and Sent, 1984). For a salt
dom e 0.5 km in radius, a net growth rate of 500 m/Ma would require the
flowage of 0.4 km3/Ma. A large volume of halite dissolution can be
induced by brine density flow in very short periods of time (Fig. 3.12). For
permeabilities of 10_1 darcy, dissolved salt transport is so rapid that more
than 2 km3 of halite can be dissolved in the first million years, and a s the
ratio kmin/kmax d ecreases, the total volume of salt in the brine plume
d e c re a se s (Fig. 3.12). The high rates of salt dissolution are partly a
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Figure 3.11. In a hom ogeneous, anisotropic medium, formation of the
brine plume is retarded a s kmjn d ecreases.
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Figure 3.12. Volume of halite dissolved in pore-w ater a s a function of
time.

consequence of our assum ption of initially fresh w aters, and in nature,
where brine plum es already exist around salt dom es, salt dissolution
rates may be lower. Thus, it is conceivable that dissolution induced by
brine density flow may balance the gross rate of diapirism in such a
m anner that net growth rate is zero and the top of the dom e rem ains at
the sam e elevation with respect to the surface.

7.2 Influence of Escaping G eopressured W aters on Brine Density Flow

We now present results for the c a se of geopressured flow from a
low-k geopressured zone, the top of which lies at a depth of 1900 m. The
simulations assum e constant fluid pressures of 36 MPa at a depth of 2
km within geopressured sedim ent surrounding the dom e (Fig. 3.5).
W aters influent into the geopressured zone are fresh, with C=0.
H om ogeneous, isotropic sedim ent with a porosity of 0.25 and a
permeability of 10'3 darcy exists in the hydropressured zone, which
extends from the surface to a depth of 1900 m. The geopressured zone
betw een 1900m and 2000m has a porosity of 0.10. In the first of two
simulations shown, the geopressured zone has low permeability, with
k m a x = 1 0 '6

darcy and kmjn= 1 0 -8 darcy.

Velocity and concentration fields in the overlying sandy section
are very sensitive to the permeability of the geopressured zone. When
the permeability of the geopresured zone is low, effluent fluxes from the
geopressured zone are small (Fig. 3.13). Consequently, the influence of
escaping geopressured w aters is small on the flow field in the
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Figure 3.13. W hen the permeability of the geopressured zone is relatively
low, the flow field is similar to that for brine-density flow. W hen the
permeability of the geopressured zone is relatively high, there is net
discharge a t the surface, and the largest flow velocity occurs at the tap
bleeding the geopressured zone.

hydropressured zone (Fig. 3.13) and the brine plume d e sc e n d s along the
flank of th e dom e and sp re a d s radially outward (Fig. 3.14). A seco n d
exam ple show s results w hen kmax=10-4 darcy and kmjn= 10'6 darcy in the
g e o p ressu red zone. In this c a se , flow of w aters is upward along the
dom e, and there is a net discharge of w aters at th e surface (Fig. 3.13).
T he brine plume a sce n d s slightly before spreading radially outw ards
(Fig. 3.14).

7.3 Therm al Convection

In general, flow velocities resulting from therm al convection are
lower than th o se resulting from brine density flow. For the first of th e se
sim ulations, kmax=10'3 darcy an d kmjn=10~5 darcy for the entire sedim ent
column from 0 to 8 km, w hereas porosity of 0.25 from 0 to 2 km d eep
(Unit 1 in Fig. 3.6) and 0.05 from 2 to 8 km d eep (Unit 2 in Fig. 3.6). Within
1 Ma, a steady-state tem perature field is developed from the initial
conductive tem perature field (Fig. 3.15). B ecause the salt acts a s a
conduit for heat, a negative tem perature anom aly is observed n e a r the
root of the salt dom e and a positive anom aly is observed n e ar th e top of
the dom e. Two convection cells result, a relatively w eak cell betw een 0
an d 2 km, an d a relatively strong cell betw een 2 and 8 km (Fig. 3.16). The
largest velocities, 9 mm/yr in this c a se , occur near th e basem ent.

For th e second therm al convection simulation, porosity of 0.25,
kmax=10*3 darcy and kmjn=10“5 darcy for sedim ents from 0 to 2 km d e ep
(Unit 1 in Fig. 3.6). From 2 to 8 km deep, porosity is 0.05, kmax=10’6 darcy
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Figure 3.14-. For geopressured flow from a low-k geopressured zone,
halite-saturated brines are formed at the top and edge of the dom e, sink
and override the top of the geopressured zone. For geopressured flow
from a relatively high-k geopressured zone, halite-saturated brines are
formed near the tap bleeding the g eopressured zone, immediately
adjacent to the dom e. The brine plume a sc e n d s slightly before spreading
laterally.
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Figure 3.15. Steady state tem perature field, reached after 1 Ma, for
therm al convection with contours in °C. The salt dom e acts a s a conduit
for heat. Consequently, a negative tem perature anomaly of 30°C exists
n e ar th e root of the dom e w hereas a positive anomaly of about 8°C
exists near the top of the dome. For Unit 1 (refer to Fig. 3.6), 0=0.25 and
for Unit 2,0= 0.10. For both Unit 1 and Unit 2, kmax=10*3 darcy and
kmin=10*5 darcy. Boundary conditions are: Top - P=0 Pa, T=20°C; Sides no lateral fluid or solute flux; Bottom - No fluid flux, heat flux = 50 mW/m2.
The kink in the 260°C contour is believed to be due to the interpolation
sch em e used in contouring tem peratures.
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Figure 3.16. Steady state velocity field, reached after 1 Ma, for thermal
convection simulation. For Unit 1 (refer to Fig. 6), 0=0.25 and for Unit 2,
0=0.10. For both Unit 1 and Unit 2, kmax=10_3 darcy and kmin=10-5 darcy.

and kmin=1 O*8 darcy (Unit 2 in Fig. 3.6). We chose to show the velocity
field only for the section above 2 km deep b ecau se velocities below 2 km
d eep are very low (Fig. 3.17). Making the section relatively impermeable
below 2 km depth allows us to com pare the thermal convection velocity
field betw een 0 and 2 km with that for brine density flow for the
hom ogeneous, anisotropic low permeability c a se (Fig. 3.11). Maximum
flow velocities are 0.5 mm/yr, and the se n se of motion is opposite to that
for brine density flow (Fig. 3.17).

8. PERTINENCE OF RESULTS TO GEOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS

8.1

Brine Formation in the Subsurface of south Louisiana

Results of our numerical modeling show that brine formation can
occur rapidly, certainly within the 5 to 25 Ma b.p. time constraint im posed
by a g e s of the sedim entary section containing th ese brines in south
Louisiana. In our models of brine density flow, flow is downward along
the flank of the dome and upward away from the dome. In our m odels of
thermal convection, the direction of motion is opposite to that for brine
density flow, with flow being upward along the flank of the dom e and
downward away from the dom e. On the flanks of Iberia dom e in south
Louisiana, Workman and Hanor (1985) postulated that relatively dilute,
g eopressured w aters are bleeding upward along the fiank of the dom e
and dissolving salt mainly off the top. Thus, the resulting se n se of motion
a p p ea rs to be similar to that of therm al convection. Complicating the
situation at Iberia is the indication that the effect of tem perature on the
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Figure 3.17. Steady state velocity field, reached after 1 Ma, for therm al
convection simulation. For both Unit 1 an d Unit 2 (refer to Fig. 6 ), 0 - 0 .2 5 .
For Unit 1, kmax-1 O'3 darcy an d kmin=10*5 darcy. For Unit 2 , kma x = 1 0 -6
darcy and kmin=1 0 -8 darcy. The velocity field is show n only for the upper
2 km of the section b e ca u se velocities are extremely low below 2 km.
T he velocity field is shown for only the upper 2 km of the section b e c a u se
velocities a re extremely low below 2 km.

density gradient is roughly equal in magnitude to that of solute
concentration. One feature which needs to be accounted for in future
work is the downward d ecrease in TDS of south Louisiana brines that
Hanor et al. (1986) observed in the geopressured interval, below 3 or 4
km in Fig. 3.1).

Although preliminary calculations indicate that therm al effects are
of secondary importance to solute concentration gradients near salt
dom es w here active halite dissolution occurs, w e do not wish to dism iss
the importance of thermal convection near all salt dom es. W hereas
brines with more than 300 g/l occur near the Iowa dom e in Louisiana,
pore-w aters around many salt dom es in the e a st T exas Salt Basin rarely
have salinities exceeding 10 g/l (Fogg and Kreitler, 1982, p.61). It is
conceivable that thermal convection may be of greater importance than
brine density flow around salt dom es arm ored against halite dissolution
by protective caprock or shale sheaths, or during the early sta g e s of
diapir em placem ent, before brines have formed (see for exam ple,
Rabinowicz et al., 1985).

8.2 Deep Infiltration of Meteoric W aters

Workman and Hanor (1985, p.299) inferred that meteoric w aters
were descending to depths of 2 km on the flanks of Iberia dom e in south
Louisiana an d mixing with geopressured w aters moving upwards along
the flanks of Iberia dome. McBride et al. (1987) observed that quartz,
anhydrite, and dolomite, and early cem ents in the Norphlet Formation, a

sand which overlies the Louann Salt, are extremely depleted in oxygen18 in two wells in the Mississippi Salt Basin. They postulated that deep
infiltration of m eteoric w aters dominated the first 30 to 40 Ma of
diagenesis in the Norphlet Sand. Dutton (1986) recorded early cem ents
depleted in oxygen-18 in the Travis P eak Formation of e a st Texas,
suggesting that penetration of meteoric w aters to a depth of 2 to 3 km
occurred in the early history of rift basins in which th e se rocks lie. The
velocity field that results for the c ase in which hom ogeneous, isotropic
sedim ent of permeability 10-3 darcy surrounds our hypothetical salt dom e
(Fig. 3.7) su g g e sts that brine-density flow may have had a role in this
process. If flow velocities averagel 0*2 m/yr along th e flank of a dom e, it
would take 105 years for w ater to flow from the top of the dom e to the
b ase of the section at a depth of 2 km for the exam ples shown in Figures
3.7 to 3.11.

8.3 Cem entation of S andstones

Wood and Hewett (1982,1984) show ed that m ass transport of
cementing ag en ts may occur within san d sto n es by therm al convection.
Under certain conditions, this may be an important process near salt
dom es due to the generation of convective flow by locally high heat flow
at the top of the dom es. Thermal convection may be especially important
where active dissolution of halite is prevented by a caprock or shale
sheath, but w here active halite dissolution occurs, the m agnitudes of
brine density flow are much greater than those of therm al convection by a
factor of 101 to 102.

Stuart (1970, p.62) reported the occurrence of halite cem ent in
som e san d s near W eeks Island salt dome. From a combination of
resistivity and porosity logs, a general observation m ade at two salt
dom es in Cameron Parish, south Louisiana, is that pervasiveness of
cem entation increases tow ards the dom es, albeit in limited stratigraphic
intervals, and at the base of certain sa n d s (Stuart, 1970, p.62; McManus
and Hanor, in press). The origin of the pervasive cem ents that occur at
the b ase of certain san d s near th ese two salt dom es has not been
conclusively identified. However, in-situ brine density flow may have
played a role in their formation, a s Stuart (1970) postulated.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using SUTRA, a U.S. Geological Survey numerical model for
variable density groundwater flow, we have theoretically shown the
importance of brine density flow around salt dom es w here active halite
dissolution is occurring. Maximum flow velocities of 10 cm/yr occur near
the salt dom e in hom ogeneous, isotropic sedim ents with m oderate
permeability (k=10-3 darcy). Maximum flow velocities may be g reater for
uncem ented sedim ents at depths of 0 to 2 km in south Louisiana which
have permeabilities a s great a s 5 darcies. G eopressured w aters
escaping upward may modify the brine formation in the hydropressured
zone if the permeability of the geopressured zone is sufficiently high.

Brine density flow may induce dissolution of up to 2 km3 of halite
in 1 Ma, and it may also help explain why meteoric w aters som etim es
infiltrate deep into sedim ents flanking the salt dom es. In anisotropic
sedim ents where maximum permeability, kmax, is horizontal and
minimum permeability, kmjn, is vertical, decreasing the ratio kmin/kmax
retards brine plume formation.

Our preliminary calculations show that velocities for brine density
flow are at least 20 tim es those for therm al convection. However, for
dom es arm oured against halite dissolution by protective caprock or shale
sh eaths, therm al convection may be of importance, especially if
permeabilities of surrounding sedim ents are high. B ecause of its
capability for kilometer-scale m ass transport in relatively short geologic
time, 10'1 to 10° Ma, brine density flow may be of importance in sedim ent
d iag enesis.
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CHAPTER 4

PERCHED BRINE PLUMES ABOVE SA LT DOMES
AND DEWATERING OF G E O PR E SSU R E D
S E D IM E N T S
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ABSTRACT

Previous studies have show n that there is a brine plume with m ore
than 160 g/L total dissolved solids (TDS) in the subsurface, perched
above W elsh salt dom e in South Louisiana. T he occurrence of this plume
h a s b een postulated to be du e to the expulsion of g eo p ressu red fluids up
a fault on th e flank of W elsh Dome. The p ro cess that resulted in formation
of th e anom alous brine plume n e ar W elsh Dome is of im portance
b e c a u se hydrocarbon production is approximately coincident with the
brine plume in m ap plan, although in cross-sections, th e brine plume
actually occurs a few hundred m eters above hydrocarbon production
z o n es.

Using an existing variable density groundw ater flow model,
SUTRA, we tested the hypothesis that a pulse of fluid flow up the fault
could result in brine formation n e a r the top of the dom e. W hen the
permeability of the geo p ressu red zone w as very low in our sim ulations,
brine formation in the hydropressured zone occurred entirely by brinedensity flow and flow w as downward along the fault flanking th e dom e.
Above a certain threshold permeability for the g eo p ressu red zone,
betw een 10"7 darcy and 10'5 darcy in the vertical direction, g eo p ressu red
fluids w ere forced up the fault an d brine formation occurred above the
dom e rather than on the flank. Brines can theoretically form above salt
d om es in very short geologic tim es (10"1 Ma) by expulsion of w aters from
the g eo p ressu red zone below, but that the fluid effluxes required are
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gigantic an d a p p e a r to be unsustainable over large time intervals such
a s 10 Ma.

1. INTRODUCTION
The subsurface fluid regime in the salt dom e province of South
Louisiana is a hydrodynamic one in which im m ense volum es of halite
have been dissolved and NaCI transported over sc a le s of several
kilometers. Brines with 100 to 200 g/L total dissolved solids (TDS), m ost
of which is dissolved NaCI, are w idespread at dep th s of 1 to 4 km in
South Louisiana (Hanor et al., 1986) and chem ical an aly ses show that
w aters n e ar som e salt dom es have more than 300 g/l TDS. Distributions
of dissolved salt and volatile fatty acids, trace constituents, in pore w aters
around salt dom es indicate a dynam ic subsurface fluid regim e (Workman
and Hanor, 1985; Hanor, 1987).

Brines with 70 to more than 160 g/L TDS occur in sedim ents
surrounding the W elsh Dome in South Louisiana (Fig. 4.1; Bennett and
Hanor, 1987). The sedim ents which contain th e se brines were deposited
in fluvial or non-hypersaline m arine environm ents and therefore,
probably had connate w aters with salinities of 0 to 35 g/L TDS (Bennett
and Hanor, 1987). More than 6 km3 of halite have had to been dissolved
since M iocene time to form the brines around the W elsh Dome (Bennett
and Hanor, 1987).

Fig. 4.1 Map of Louisiana showing location of W elsh Dome (after
B ennett a n d Hanor, 1987)

Of special interest here is the occurrence of th e m ost saline brines
with more than 160 g/L TDS above and slightly to th e north of W elsh
Dome (Fig. 4.2) and just above a fault (Fig. 4.4). The origin of this plume
h a s been postulated to be du e to the focusing of g e o p re ssu red fluids in
the im m ediate vicinity of the dom e upward and tow ards the salt dom e by
a fault (Bennett and Hanor, 1987). In m ap plan, this plum e extends
several kilom eters laterally aw ay from the dom e to th e northwest and is
approximately coincident with th e main a re a of hydrocarbon production
at Welsh (Bennett and Hanor, 1987, p. 659). It is of practical importance
to understand the p ro cess by which this plume may have formed.
Q uestions we specifically a d d re ss in this p a p er are: 1) could a sudden
pulse of g eo p re ssu red fluids escaping up th e fault have form ed the brine
plume perched above W elsh dom e, and if so, 2) w hat a re th e m agnitudes
of fluid effluxes required from the geopressured zone to form the brine
plum e?

Elsew here in the Gulf C oast, evidence for upw ard flow along fault
planes h as b een found in South Texas, b a se d on m apping of hydraulic
head s (Berg and H abeck, 1982). On a regional scale, updip flow of fluids
has been invoked to account for higher than average geotherm al
gradients in growth fault zo n es of South T ex as (Bodner e t al., 1985;
Bodner and Sharp, 1988). It is possible of course, that th e higher
geotherm al gradients may also reflect the p resen ce of m ore thermally
conductive sedim ents, particularly if salt pillows occur at depth.
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Fig. 4.2 Salinity distribution around W elsh Dome (after Bennett and
Hanor, 1987). Bennett an d Hanor (1987) postulated th a t g eo p ressu red
fluids escaping up the fault on the north side of the dom e may have been
responsible for the anom alous plume with more than 160 g/L TDS.
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Fig. 4.3 Map of Welsh study a re a (after Bennett and Hanor, 1987). Solid
dots show the location of boreholes used a s c o n tro l. Contours show the
depth from ground elevation, which averages 10 m above s e a level, to
the top of a Lower Miocene sand referred to a s the "V-sand”. A-A' marks
the position of the cross-section in Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.4 North - South geologic cross-section of W elsh study a re a (after
Bennett and Hanor, 1987). The lower extent of the fault on the north side
of the cross-section is not well known for lack of d eep oil wells
immediately north of Welsh dome.

G eopressured sedim ents have pore fluid p ressu re s that exceed
hydrostatic fluid p ressu res and are common in many sedim entary basins
(Fertl et al., 1976). Rapid sedimentation and burial of low-permeability
sedim ents is believed to be the primary cau se of geopressuring
(Dickinson, 1953; M agara, 1971, 1975; Sharp and Domenico, 1976;
Sharp, 1978; Keith and Rimstidt, 1985; Bethke, 1986). Sm ectite
dehydration and aquatherm ai pressuring have also been proposed a s a
potential c a u se of geopressuring (Barker, 1972; Pow ers, 1967; Burst,
1969; Plumley, 1980).

A question of great importance is w hether dewatering of
geopressured sedim ents in the U.S. Gulf C oast has occurred slowly and
over large time intervals, or w hether it occurred episodically a s
su g g ested by C athles and Smith (1983). C athles and Smith (1983)
argued that episodic dewatering of basins with large volumes of muddy
sedim ents w as probably responsible for the formation of Mississippi
Valley Type (MVT) lead-zinc deposits. They theoretically show ed that the
high tem peratures of formation of th e se deposits would require upward
advection of hot pore fluids through basal aquifers from great depths in a
sedim entary basin. The rates of fluid flow required to cau se thermal
anom alies associated with MVT lead-zinc deposits are more than 103
tim es g reater than could be produced by steady subsidence,
sedimentation, or compaction of most basins. Consequently, they
su g g ested that episodic dewatering must occur overtim e periods
representing a few thousandths of the history of basin subsidence.
Alternatively, dewatering of geopressured sedim ents would have had to

occur slowly over large time intervals such a s the Eocene to Pliocene, a
time span of approximately 50 Ma, during which thick se q u en c es of lowpermeabiiity sedim ents w ere deposited. In this c ase, the rates of fluid
efflux would have to have been much lower.

In this paper, we u se SUTRA, a variable density groundw ater flow
model to show that upward esca p e of fluids through a fault from the
g eo p ressured zone can form brine plumes perched n e ar the top of salt
do m es resembling Welsh dom e in very short geologic time intervals, 10'1
Ma, much like the brine plume perched above Welsh dom e and bounded
by the 160 g/L TDS contour (Fig. 4.2). We show that m olecular diffusion
has probably played an insignificant role in brine formation at W elsh
dom e. We evaluate the sensitivity of our model results to variations in the
permeability of the fault and geopressured zone and show that the fluid
fluxes required to form a perched brine plume are extremely large even
when permeability of the geopressured zone is very low.

2. Geology of Welsh Study Area

W elsh dom e is the site of one of the oldest oilfields in Louisiana,
having being discovered in 1902 (Reed, 1927). The salt dom e is roughly
1.6 km in diam eter at its apex, lies at a depth of 2 km, an d h as no
overhang. There are two main faults in the W elsh study area, an eastw est trending normal fault with 180 m displacem ent and several sm aller
faults with less displacem ent in the northwest - southeast direction (Fig.
4.3; Bennett and Hanor, 1987, p. 658). A second d eep -seated dom e,

Woodlawn dom e lies 6 km northwest of W elsh at a depth of 3.5 km, but its
intrusion h as apparently had little or no effect on the structural geology or
salinity regime at Welsh (Bennett and Hanor, 1987, p. 659).

As discussed by Bennett and Hanor (1987, p. 656-657), the ag e of
sedim ents penetrated by oil wells in the W elsh oil field is Oligocene to
R ecent (Fig. 4.4). Dips of beds below 1200 m depth approach 17° near
the margin of the dom e but shallower sedim ents dip more gently 1° or
less. The upperm ost 300 m of sedim ent at Welsh consist of R ecent san d s
and m uds and coarse Pleistocene sa n d s and gravels. T hese sedim ents
unconformably overlie a 250 m-thick seq u en ce of Pliocene sh ales and
san d s which are underlain in turn by nearly 2 km of Miocene san d s, silts,
and shales. Below the Miocene section is a 400 m-thick seq u en ce of
sh ales of the upper Oligocene Anahuac (Fig. 4.4). At least 1 km of
alternating shales and sa n d s of the Upper Oligocene Frio underlie the
A nahuac.

Although the youngest sedim ents structurally disturbed by faults
over th e crest of W elsh Dome are mid-Miocene, a topographic mound
occurs over the crest of the dom e (Reed, 1927), indicating that dome
growth a p p ea rs to be active or that there h as been preferential
subsidence (Bennett and Hanor, 1987). It is beyond the scope of this
study to unravel the history of growth of the Welsh Dome, but we
recognize its potential importance in affecting the history of brine
formation.
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Fluid p ressures for wells around Welsh Dome have been
calculated from shale resistivities by Bennett (1985, p. 147) and are
essentially hydrostatic from the surface to a depth of 3.2 km with a
gradient of 10 Pa/m and in excess of hydrostatic below 3.2 km with a
gradient of 50 Pa/m (Fig. 4.5). Thin, slightly geopressured intervals occur
at depths of 2.2 km and 2.7 km (Fig. 4.5), but th ese ap p ear to be
lenticular zo n es and not laterally extensive a s indicated by their a b sen ce
in adjacent wells. For this reason, we have not taken into account the
effect of thin geopressured intervals within the dominantly
hydropressured zone. The top of the main geopressured zone at Welsh
corresponds to the top of a thick shale-rich section with less than 10%
sand (Bennett and Hanor, 1987).

Much of the Miocene and A nahuac section around Welsh has high
salinities, from 70 to more than 130 g/L TDS a s far a s 10 km from the
dom e. In the Frio, which is geopressured, salinities d e crea se with depth
from 130 g/L TDS at a depth of 3 km to 70 g/L TDS at a depth of 4 km. In
view of low calculated permeabilities of geopressured sedim ents in the
Gulf C oast (Bredehoeft and Hanshaw, 1968; Magara, 1971) it is not clear
why salinities of pore waters in geopressured sedim ents at Welsh, which
range from 70 to 100 g/L TDS, are 50 to 80 g/L higher than in chemically
analyzed pore w aters of geopressured sh ales at M anchester Field, only
40 km w est of Welsh and 16 km southw est of Iowa salt dome(Schmidt,
1973, p. 327). Osm aston (1975) suggested that Schmidt’s (1973)
analyses for pore w aters of geopressured sa n d s represent minimum
estim ates b e ca u se Schmidt's (1973) an aly ses w ere m ade by leaching
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Fig. 4.5 Vertical profile of fluid pressure versus depth for the d eepest well
north of W elsh Dome, 4.5 km north of the axis of W elsh Dome. The
p ressu res w ere calculated from shale resistivities by Bennett {1985, p.
150). The top of the geopressured zone, at a depth of 3.2 km is marked
by a sudden increase in the fluid pressure gradient. Within the
geopressured zone, the gradient in e x cess pressure (fluid pressure in
e x c e ss of hydrostatic) is almost 50 MPa/km, equivalent to a hydraulic
head gradient of 5.

shale sam ples with w ater and did not take into account the possible
precipitation of minerals after recovery of the sam ples. However,
O sm aston (1975) did not elaborate on how better estim ates could be
obtained.

3. Methods

We assu m e that the principal driving forces for groundw ater flow
around salt dom es where active halite dissolution occurs are soluteinduced gradients in fluid density and gradients in pressure. Although in
nature, fluid density variations result from tem perature and solute
concentration, it appears that solute effects are much larger than
tem perature effects at Welsh dome. The finite elem ent method used in
SUTRA yields transient solutions to the flow field and solute (NaCI)
concentrations which are coupled. In more refined simulations, one
would have to take into account the coupling of solute transport and heat
transport.

In order to simulate the formation of a brine plume under the
influence of geopressured flow and solute-induced fluid density
gradients, two partial differential equations must be solved
simultaneously, the fluid m ass balance equation (Voss, 1984, p. 34) and
the solute m ass balance equation (Voss, 1984, p. 42). A solution is
obtained for each time step for fluid pressure P, and solute concentration
C, at each node in a finite element mesh (Fig. 4.6). In th ese simulations,
the tem perature field is held constant for reasons which are discussed
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Fig. 4.6 Radially symmetric m esh corresponding to the north half of
Figures 4.2 and 4.4.Flow units w ere defined on th e b asis of th e
percen tag e of san d m apped on the north side of W elsh Dome by Bennett
and H anor (1987). S and percent contours are superim posed. Porosities
an d perm eabilities of flow units are in Table 1. For sim ulations with
g eo p ressu re, nodes at the b a se indicated by dots had P=75 M Pa and
C=0.02 (2 wl% NaCI).

UNIT

LITHOLOGY

PERMEABILITY (darcy)
(h o riz o n ta l)

POROSITY

( v e r tic a l)

1

>50% s a n d

10°

1 0 '1

0.30

2I B

2 5 to 50% sa n d

1 0 '2

10'3

0.25

10 to 25% sa n d

1 0 '3

10 '5

0.25

1 0 ‘3

10-5

0.20

10"5

1 0 '7

0.20

Fault

10-2

10-2

0.25

S alt D om e

10-^2

10-12

10"4

(s h a llo w )
10 to 25% sa n d
(deep)
<10% sa n d
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T ab le 4 .1 . S e v e n flow units w e re d e fin ed in th e m esh b a s e d on
lithology. T h e p attern show n for e a c h c o rre s p o n d s to th a t u se d
in Fig. 4 .6 . T he low erm ost unit with le s s th a n 10% sa n d is
g e o p re s s u r e d (Fig. 4.6). For so m e sim ulations, a horizontal
p erm eab ility of 1 0 ‘3 d arcy a n d a vertical perm eability of 10"5
d a rc y w a s u se d for th e g e o p re s s u re d se d im e n t (Unit 5), higher
th an th e v a lu e s show n ab o v e. Also, for so m e sim ulations, a
h ig h e r p erm eab ility , 10"1 d a rc y w a s u s e d for Unit 6 which
c o n ta in s th e fault.

later. For previous hydrogeological applications using SUTRA, we refer
the read er to S ouza and Voss (1987), V oss and S ouza (1988), and
R anganathan and Hanor (1988).

Previous numerical models of Gulf C oast, basin-scale
groundw ater flow induced by compaction have concluded that maximum
fluid flow velocities due to compaction alone are very small, on the order
of 10-3 to 10‘2 m/yr (Blanchard, 1987; Bethke et al., 1988). Our study
differs in scale from those of Blanchard (1987) and Bethke et al. (1988) in
three ways. First, the dimensional scale of our field a re a is almost two
orders of magnitude sm aller than that of Blanchard (1987) and Bethke et
al. (1988). Second, rather than allowing geopressured fluids to migrate
large d istances laterally (100 km or more), we allow them to be focused
upward through a relatively narrow zone 100 m wide with enhanced
permeability, within which lies a fault. Finally, w hereas Blanchard (1987)
and Bethke et al. (1988) conducted their simulations for large geologic
time intervals, our simulations are for relatively short geologic time
intervals (10‘1 Ma).

Numerical modeling of variable density groundw ater flow and
solute transport near salt dom es over periods of geologic time more than
1 Ma is difficult for two reasons. First, numerical instabilities and
numerical dispersion result if time step s are not small. In using SUTRA,
this m eans that when internodal spacings are 100 m, transport of an
imaginary solute particle must not be more than 20 m or so within one
time step. As a result, if the maximum velocity near the front of a solute

plume is 1 m/yr, the maximum permissible time step is 20 yrs. This
constraint prevents u s from conducting simulations for time intervals such
a s 102 Ma.

4. Conceptual Model of Groundwater Flow near a ’W elsh-type' salt dome

In num erous a re a s of South Louisiana, shallow salt diapirs have
penetrated upward through a d eep sequence of overpressured marine
shales, sedim ents with relatively low permeability, into an overlying
sequence of fluvial and deltaic sands. It is in this upperm ost, more
perm eable section that salt dissolution and brine formation a p p ea r to be
occurring. Within salt dom e basins of the Louisiana Gulf C oast, dom es
ap p ear to be spaced 10 to 20 km apart on the average, although greater
or lesser spacings do occur. In the numerical calculations described
here, we have m odeled flow conditions around a 'W elsh-type' dom e
assum ing radial symmetry (Fig. 4.6), and therefore do not consider flow
to be three-dimensional. The term ’W elsh-type' refers to the fact that we
have used the fault trace on the North flank of W elsh dom e (Fig. 4.4), the
distribution of sand percentage on the North flank of W elsh dom e
m apped by Bennett and Hanor (1987) to define th e permeability
structure, and known fluid pressures in geopressured sedim ents
(Bennett, 1985) a s lower boundary conditions.

The underlying assum ption for radial symmetry is that, for
simulation purposes, the dom e of interest is one of an array of similar
dom es sp aced 20 km apart and that each salt dom e h as an a re a of

1 3 8

influence bounded by a no-flow vertical barrier at a radius of 10 km.
There is som e field evidence which may be construed a s supporting our
assum ption of radial transport, at least a s a first approximation. Salinity
m aps around Welsh dom e at depths of 1060 m and 2280 m show that
there is significant dissolved sait transport in all directions from th e axis of
Welsh dom e outward (Fig. 4.7; Bennett, 1985, p. 36 - 42). In fact, at a
depth of 2280 m, the 120 g/l salinity contour covers an a re a that extends
8 to 10 km radially outward in all directions. There are, however, threedimensional a sp ec ts that we are unable to account for in our simulations,
such a s the 150 g/l salinity contour at a depth of 1060 m in Fig. 4.7.

In order to account for the three dimensional variations in
sedim ent lithologies and fault geom etries, it would be necessary to use a
three-dim ensional groundw ater flow model and solute transport model.
The practical difficulties in three-dim ensional modeling are: 1) the threedimensional geom etry of sedim ent bodies must first be m apped and
transposed onto a three-dim ensional grid which would have to have at
least 2x104 nodes (25 nodes or more along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis), and
2) the computations would take very long, possibly 102 tim es a s long a s
two-dimensional simulations b ecau se computation time is proportional to
the square of the num ber of nodes.
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Fig. 4.7 Map plan of salinity contours at depths of 1060 m and 2280 m
{after Bennett and Hanor, 1987). Note the elongation to the plume
bounded by the 150 g/l salinity contour at a depth of 1060 m. Also note
that significant amount of dissoved salt transport h as occurred in all
directions outward from the axis of the dom e a s indicated by the 120 g/l
contour at a depth of 2280 m.

5. Fluid Properties

SUTRA d o e s not permit us to couple h eat transport with transport
of dissolved salt. Therefore, we have neglected the dependence of fluid
density on tem perature. In the Welsh study a re a, salinity gradients are
sufficiently large so a s to be a stronger control on fluid density than
tem perature. Salinity ranges approximately from 0 to 160 g/L TDS
corresponding to a density range of 1.0 to 1.12. In the Welsh study area,
tem perature ranges from 20°C at the surface to roughly 120°C at 4 km
depth. The corresponding change in density with depth due to
tem perature alone is about 1/4 the density change due to dissolved salt
concentration.

The d ata of Phillips et al. (1981) show that the effect of pressure on
fluid density is very small in comparison with th e effect of solute
concentration. In the simulations presented here, groundw ater flow is
presum ed to occur in response to the com bined influence of soluteinduced variations in fluid density and the upward e sc a p e of fluids from
the g eopressured zone. As a first approximation, fluid density is assum ed
to be dependent on solute concentration only (Voss, 1984, p. 18)

p = p0 + 3p/3C . [C - Co]

w here
p0 » density of fresh water
C = solute concentration (kg-NaCI/kg-ffuid)

C0 = solute concentration of fresh w ater (=0.)
dp/dC = rate of change of fluid density with solute
concentration = 7.0x102 kg-fluid2/m 3/kg-solute
(Voss, 1984, p. 18)

The viscosity of pure w ater at 25°C is 0.89x1 O'3 kg.s.m"1 w hereas
the viscosity of a 4 molai NaCI solution at 25°C is 1.38x1 O'3 kg.s.m '1
(Phillips et a!., 1981). Viscosity ch an g e s due to solute concentration are
small in com parison to ch an g es that result from tem perature alone. A
two- to four-fold d e c re a se in viscosity might occur due to tem perature
ch an g es from the surface to a depth of 3 km (Hanor, 1979, p. 146).
However, even this will not affect fluid flow a s significantly a s th e
permeability distribution b e c a u se perm eabilities of sedim ents vary over
six orders of m agnitude. Therefore we consider fluid viscosity to be a
constant for all sim ulations following V oss (1981, p. 18)

p 0 = 1.0 x 10 '3

(kg/m/s)

6. Flow Units

S even flow units with distinct porosity an d permeability values
were defined (Fig. 4.6; Table 4.1). Of th e se , five w ere defined on the
basis of sa n d percentage for sedim ents surrounding th e dom e: more
than 50% sa n d , 25 - 49% sand, 10 - 24% san d (two units), and < 10%
sand. T he fault w as assigned to be part of a sixth flow unit and extended
d e ep e r than indicated by the structural cross-section show n by Bennett

and Hanor (1987, p. 659). In the Welsh study area, it is not possible to
determ ine the maximum depth of the fault b ecause wells on the north
flank of Welsh Dome do not penetrate d eep enough. However, the
existence of faults which extend into the geopressured section h as been
docum ented at the flanks of other salt dom es in South Louisiana (Stuart,
1970). B ecause of our assum ption of radial symmetry, Unit 6, which
contains th e fault would have a circular fault trace in m ap plan. Finally,
the salt dom e itself w as assigned to be a seventh flow unit.

Within flow Units 1 to 4 (sand and shale), porosities range from 0.2
to 0.4, in accord with m easurem ents in whole cores from Calcasieu
Parish, Louisiana, 20 to 40 km from Welsh Dome (Bebout and Gutierrez,
1981). Maximum permeabilities, assum ed to be in the horizontal
direction, ranged from 10'5 darcy for the lowermost g eopressured zone
with less than 10% san d to 1 darcy for sedim ents at the surface (Table
4.1). Our choice of permeabilities for the hydrostatically pressured
interval is consistent with m easurem ents for sedim ents at a depth of 2 km
surrounding W est Hackberry Dome, about 50 km southw est of Welsh
Dome (Fig. 4.8). Our choice of permeabilities for g eopressured
sedim ents is consistent with the range of m easured permeabilities for
geopressured sedim ents in the Mississippi Fan, 10"3 darcy to 10'8 darcy
(Bryant et ai., 1985) and the calculations of Bredehoeft and Hanshaw
(1968), M agara (1971) and Bethke (1986).

In our simulations, we assum ed that the minimum permeability
w as in the vertical direction and that sedim ents with a lower sand
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Fig. 4.8 Frequency distribution of permeabilities m easured from sedim ent
cores at depths of 1670 to 2060 m around W est Hackberry salt dom e 50
km from Welsh. Most sam ples lie in the range from 10"3 to 10"2 darcy or
from 10 '1 to 1 darcy.

percentage were more anisotropic. The ratio of vertical permeability to
horizontal permeability ranged from 10‘2 for units with less than 10%
sand to 1 for sedim ents at the surface with more than 75% sand. Unit 6,
which contains the fault, w as assum ed to be isotropic with a permeability
of 10'2 darcy. Porosity and permeability are constant within any one
elem ent, and becau se the number of elem ents is restricted by constraints
on computation time, the sm allest elem ent in our simulations w as 102 m
wide. Our assum ption for modeling purposes w as that the 'representative
permeability’ of the fault zone, Unit 6 (Fig. 4.6) is strongly controlled by
the fault, even if the fault width is only 10 '1 to 1 m. The salt dom e w as
assigned a permeability of 10'12 darcy to minimize flow within it and
normal to its surface. M easured permeabilities of rock salt range from
essentially 0 to 10"3 darcy (Gloyna and Reynolds, 1961; Bredehoeft,
1988).

A constant value of 1.5 x10'9 m2/se c w as used for the m ean
molecular diffusion coefficient of NaCI in free solution, D0. According to
Lerman (1979, p.89), this is the value for 20°C. A constant longitudinal
dispersivity of 100 m and lateral dispersivity of 10 m were used for all
simulations, values which lie in the 0 to 300 m range for dispersivities
calibrated from field tests (Anderson,1979, p.127).
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7. Types of Simulations

W e conducted two types of simulations. In the first, we were
interested in simulating brine formation by diffusion of dissolved NaCI
alone in the a b sen ce of significant flow. The rationale here w as that if
diffusion is not important, then that in itself is evidence of a dynamic
subsurface flow regime around Welsh dom e. In the second type of
simulation, we were interested in the combined effects of solute-induced
fluid density gradients and geopressure, and w anted to evaluate the
effects of short pulses of upward flow from the geopressured zone. The
following subtypes of simulations were conducted with geopressure:

1) Low-permeability geopressured zone {Unit 6). Horizontal permeability
w as
10'5 darcy and vertical permeability w as 10‘7 darcy.

a) Fault zone permeability of 10‘2 darcy, isotropic.
b) Fault zone permeability of 10’1 darcy, isotropic.
c) Fault zone permeability of !0’2 darcy and fault zone extending
300 m below top of geopressured zone (i.e. a little d eep er than in
Fig. 4.6).

2.) High-permeability geopressured zone. Horizontal permeability w as
10'3 darcy and vertical permeability w as 10’5 darcy.

a) Fault zone permeability of 10’2 darcy, isotropic
b) Fault zone permeability of 10'1 darcy, isotropic
c) Fault zone in direct contact with salt dom e (with no intervening
sedim ents a s in Fig. 4.6). Fault zone permeability 10*2 darcy,
isotropic.

7.1 Boundary and Initial Conditions

For ail simulations, nodes within the salt dom e were assigned a
constant NaCI concentration of 0.3 (30 wt% NaCI), an approxim ate value
for halite saturation at the depth of interest. W e assu m ed that even
though salt dissolves with time, the position of the salt-sedim ent interface
d o es not change with time b ecau se new salt is continuously being fed
from beneath. At the surface (Fig. 4.6), solute concentration and fluid
pressure were assum ed to be 0, based on the assum ption that the influx
of meteoric w ater or advective-diffusive loss of NaCI would keep surface
w aters fresh. In fact, a surficial zone of fresh w ater is w idespread in South
Louisiana, even where salt dom es are common in the subsurface (Rollo,
1960; Winslow et al., 1968). No lateral fluid or solute transport w as
permitted at the sides. For initial conditions, fresh, hydrostatically
pressured pore w aters w ere assum ed to exist everywhere at initial time.
For the "diffuision-only" simulations, a no-flux condition w as assum ed for

the base. For simulations involving geopressure, a fluid pressure of 75
MPa w as specified at the b a se (at nodes indicated in Fig. 4.6).

Our assum ption of fixed pressures of 75 MPa at the base of the m esh
for simulations with geopressure flow are based on fluid p ressu res observed
at a depth of 4 km by Bennett (1985). In a more realistic simulation, fluid
p ressures at the base of the lower boundary would d e crea se with time a s
dewatering of the geopressured zone occurred. Although SUTRA permits the
u ser to specify tim e-dependent boundary pressures, the depressurizing of
the g eopressured zone is a complicated problem beyond the scope of this
study. The assum ption of no lateral fluid or solute transport at the sides of the
m esh (Fig. 4.6) is based on the fact that the 'Welsh-type dom e' in Fig. 4.6 is
actually part of a hypothetical hexagonal array of similar dom es such that
surrounding dom es are sp a ce d 20 km apart from axis to axis.

7.3 "Diffusion only" Simulations

Manheim and Bischoff (1969) observed saline w aters above a
Gulf C oast salt dome and attributed the formation of th e se saline w aters
to diffusion of dissolved NaCI away from the salt dom es. Diffusion of
dissolved NaCI is an important brine-forming process in certain geologic
settings w here evaporites occur in the basal part of the section and
w here solute transport is dominantly vertical (McDuff et a!., 1978;
R anganathan and Hanor, 1987). In the first simulation, we w anted to
isolate the effects of diffusion alone and neglect the effect of fluid flow

flow, so we se t 3p/3C equal to an unrealistically low value, 10*3 (kgfluid2/m 3/kg-NaCI), in order to minimize gradients in fluid density.

The m ean molecular diffusion coefficient of NaCI in sedim ent w as
s e t using a relation which represents a b est fit for a variety of deep s e a
sedim ents (Berner, 1980, p. 38)

♦

n

D = D o2

w here

D* s diffusion coefficent of NaCI in free solution at 20°C
(1.5x105 cm 2/s, according to Lerman, 1979, p. 89)
0 - porosity

Since D is proportional to absolute tem perature in °K, D* at 20°C is
about 70% of D* at 120°C, the approximate tem perature at a depth of 4
km. O ur results should not however be significantly changed, b ecau se
the functional relation betw een D and sedim ent diffusion coefficient D
used above probably yields a value of D on the high side of what might
be observed in partially lithified or clay-rich sedim ents with high
tortuosities.

7.4 G eopressure Flow with Solute-induced Fluid Density Gradients

In th ese simulations, we se t 3p/3C equal to a realistic value of
7.0x102 kg-fluid2/m3/kg-solute (Voss, 1984, p. 18). We induced vertical
efflux from the geopressured zone by setting fluid pressures equal to 75

MPa for nodes along the lower boundary {Fig. 4.6). Chemical analyses
show that pore w aters of geopressured sh ales from wells only 40 km
west of W elsh Dome cluster around 20 g/L TDS (Schmidt, 1973, p. 327).
Therefore, in our simulations, we assum ed that w aters influent into the
geopressured zone at nodes indicated in Fig. 4.5 had solute
concentration equal to 0.02 or 2 wt% NaCI. For initial conditions, fresh,
hydrostatically pressured pore w aters were assu m ed to exist everywhere
at initial time. Our results would not be significantly altered by using initial
fluid p ressu re s in ex cess of hydrostatic for the geopressured zone
b ecau se the geopressure builds up very quickly in the lowermost unit
and the pressure field reaches a near-steady state situation in a few
thousand years, although the solute concentration field continues to
evolve with time.

8. Results

8.1 Role of Diffusion

In the ab sen ce of groundwater flow, solute transport occurs by
diffusion only. The solute concentration field that results for diffusion after
1 Ma (Fig. 4.9) show s that no brines with more than 5 wt% NaCI are
found even a short distance, 0.5 km, away from the dome. The results are
not significantly changed even after 102 Ma and indicate that brine
formation around salt dom es must occur mainly by advection and
mechanical dispersion. The observation here that diffusion alone is not
an important brine-forming process is largely a consequence of radial
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Fig. 4.9 Solute concentration field after 1 Ma for diffusion only, around
Welsh Dome. Contours are from C=0.05 (5 wt% NaCI) to C=0.25 (C=25
wt% NaCI), with a contour interval of 0.05. The solute concentration field
is not significantly changed even after 102 Ma, suggesting that diffusion
plays a minor role in brine formation around salt dom es and that a
dynamic subsurface flow regime exists in the W elsh study area.

symmetry and, in itself, is evidence that a dynamic subsurface flow
regime m ust be responsible for brine formation of the sort se en in the
Welsh study area. This contrasts with early stag es of passive margin
evaporite basins where vertical diffusion of dissolved NaCI is an
important brine-forming process (Ranganathan and Hanor, 1987).

8.2 Combined effect of geopressure and solute-induced variations in
fluid density

Fluid P ressu res

Vertical cross-sections of the pressure field after 10 '1 Ma show the
existence of the geopressured zone below 3 km (Fig. 4.10). The high
fluid pressure gradient indicated by close spacing of pressure contours
within the geopressured zone is a consequence of the relatively low
permeability of the geopressured zone and high fluid pressures, 75 MPa,
specified at nodes along the bottom (Fig. 4.6). A pressure drawdown is
observed at the top of the geopressured zone near the edge of the dome.
W e presum e this is due to som e lateral flow within the geopressured
zone near the salt dom e and slightly greater fluid effluxes into the
hydropressured zone. Away from this pressure drawdown, pressure
contours are essentially horizontal. A vertical profile of fluid pressure
calculated using SUTRA, at a radius of 5 km (Fig. 4.11) is similar to the
profile obtained from shale resistivities for a well 4.5 km north of Welsh
Dome (Fig. 4.5). The effect of increasing the horizontal permeability of the
g eopressured zone to 10'3 darcy and the vertical permeability to 10"5
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Fig. 4.10 Pressure field after 10'1 Ma for simulations with lowpermeability geopressured zone. Fault zone permeability is 10~2 darcy,
isotropic.Fluid pressure is constant, 75 MPa, at nodes along the bottom in
the geopressured sedim ent. Note the close spacing of pressure contours
below 3 km depth corresponding to the geopressured zone. The
p ressure drawdown in the left corresponds to the edge of the salt dom e,
w here there is som e lateral flow within the geopressured zone and
w here fluid leakage into the overlying hydropressured zone is
presum ably slightly higher.
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Fig. 4.11 Vertical profile of pressures caculated by SUTRA, after 10'1 Ma,
for a radius of 5 km. This profile is similar to the profile of pressures
calculated from shale resistivities in Fig. 4.5. Dots correspond to fluid
p ressu res calculated for the c a se with a low permeability geopressured
zone. D ashed line corresponds to fluid p ressu res calculated for the c a se
with a high permeability geopressured zone. T here is very little difference
betw een th e two simulations in the hydropressured zone. For the c ase
with a high permeability geopressured zone, the fluid pressure gradient
is slightly lower in the geopressured zone.

darcy is to slightly lower the vertical pressure gradient in the
g eopressured zone, although the general features of the pressure field
are similar to the low-permeability c ase (Fig. 4.11).

Flow Field - Low-permeabilitv G eopressured Zone

W hen the vertical permeability of the geopressured zone is
relatively low, 10'7 darcy, the flux of fluids vented from th e geopressured
zone is relatively low and insufficient to force fluid flow up the fault.
Instead, the d e n se brines formed by halite dissolution sink along the fault
with a maximum velocity of 0.5 m/yr in the fault zone and spread laterally,
overriding the escaping geopressured w aters (Fig. 4.12A). As the dense
brines sink along the fault, they induce recharge of w aters from the
shallow subsurface above the dom e to the d e e p e r subsurface and
induce discharge of w aters to the surface away from the dom e (Fig.
4.12A). The fault zone is assum ed to be isotropic with a permeability of
10 '2 darcy.

Row Field - High Perm eability G eopressured Zone

A very different flow field results when the permeability of the
g eopressured zone is relatively high (10‘3 darcy horizontal, 10'5 darcy
vertical). Fluid fluxes out of the geopressured zone are much greater and
fluid is focused up the fault with a maximum velocity of 1.1 m/yr (Fig.
4.12B). Inspite of the fact that horizontal permeability is 102 tim es a s
great a s vertical permeability, much of the w ater escaping the
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Fig. 4.12 Average linear velocities after 10'1 Ma for two c ase s. (A) low
permeability geopressured zone (horizontal permeability 10'5 darcy and
vertical permeability KT7 darcy). (B) high permeability geopressured
zone (horizontal permeability 10"® darcy and vertical permeability 10'®
darcy). W hen the permeability of the geopressured zone is low, dense
brines form along the edge of the dom e and sink along the fault, shown
encircled. When the permeability of the geopressured zone is high, fluids
escaping from the geopressured zone are forced up the fault. Lengths of
velocity vectors are proportional to log10 (vmax) where vmax is the
magnitude of the largest vector. For a scale, the largest vector is plotted
in the lower right.

g eo p ressu red zone d o es not actually flow up the fault, but rather flows
vertically upw ards and around the lower ed g e of th e low-permeability
zone represented by Unit 3 a t a depth of around 2.5 km (Fig. 4.12B). In
this c a se , th e fluid flux from th e geopressured zone is sufficiently large
that there is net discharge to the surface everyw here (Fig. 4.12B). The
fault zone is isotropic and h a s a permeability of 10‘2 darcy.

Brine Plume_- Low-permeabilitv G eopressured Zone

Figure 4.13A show s the brine plume that results after 10‘1 Ma
assum ing the geo p ressu red zone has relatively low permeability (10‘5
darcy horizontal, 10'7 darcy vertical) and a fault zo n e permeability of 10'2
darcy. Increasing the fault zone permeability to 10‘1 darcy m akes the
brine plum e larger at the sam e instant in time (Fig. 4.13B). Keeping fault
zone permeability at 10'2 darcy but increasing its depth to within the
upper 300 m of the geopressured zone actually perm its som e brine
formation within part of the g eopressured zone (Fig. 4.13C).

Brine Plum e - Hiah-permeabilitv G eopressured Zone

W hen flow is upward along the fault zone, a s in the c a s e of a
g eo p ressu red zone with relatively high vertical permeability, 10 '5 darcy,
the brine plume is formed above the salt dom e (Fig. 4.14A). It appears
that much of the dissolved salt in the perched brine plume is actually
sourced n e ar the edge of the dom e and the b a s e of th e fault zone.
Surprisingly, Increasing the fault permeability to 1CT1 darcy d o e s not
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Fig. 4.13 Solute concentration fields after 10 '1 Ma for low-permeability
g eo p ressu red zone. (A) permeability of fault 10'2 darcy, other
perm eabilities a s in Table 1, distribution of lithologies a s in Fig. 4.4. (B)
permeability of fault is 10 '1 darcy. Increasing fault permeability allows
brines to sink and sp read more easily. (C) permeability of fault is 10‘2
darcy, but fault extends into upper 300 m of geopressured zone. The
effect of deepening the fault is to actually allow som e brine formation in
the g eopressured zone. The stippled portion corresponds to th e
observed brine plume bounded by the 160 g/l TDS contour north of
W elsh dom e in Fig. 4.2, which corresponds to approximately 14 wt %
NaCI assum ing the TDS content is mainly NaCI.
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Fig. 4.14 Solute concentration fields after 10"1 Ma for high-permeability
geo p ressu red zone. The stippled portion corresponds to the observed
brine plume bounded by the 160 g/l TDS contour (approximately 14 wt %
NaCI) north of W elsh dom e in Fig. 4.2. (A) fault zone permeability 10'2
darcy, isotropic. (B) fault zone permeability is 10"1 darcy, isotropic. (C)
fault zone lies in contact with dom e, with no intervening sedim ents, and
fault zone permeability is 10“2 darcy, isotropic. As a co n seq u en ce, more
salt is dissolved. Note the finger of brine with salt concentrations betw een
0.05 and 0.10 extending laterally from the top of the dome.
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significantly change the rate and geom etry of brine plume formation (Fig.
4.14B). T he large differences between Figures 4.13A to 4.13C on one
hand and Figure 4.14A to 4.14C on the other, suggest that permeability
of the geopressured zone is far more important than fault permeability.
When the fault zone lies in direct contact with the salt dom e, with no
intervening sedim ents a s in Figure 4.6, more salt is dissolved and the
brine plume is slightly larger (Fig. 4.14C).

8.3 Fluxes From the G eopressured Zone

It is reasonable to a sk whether th e fluxes of fluid required for
formation of perched brine plumes can be sustained for long periods of
time, and w here the fluids would be sourced from.

Maintaining a constant fluid pressure well in ex cess of hydrostatic
at nodes along a boundary requires that fluids enter the m esh at th ese
nodes. The total fluid flux entering geopressured nodes is balanced by
th e net discharge at the surface. Using a fluid budget option in SUTRA,
d iscussed by V oss (1984, p. 90 - 92), w e calculated to the total fluid
influx into geopressured nodes in kg/s, after 10'1 Ma, and arrived at som e
surprising results.

W hen the maximum permeability of the geopressured zone is
relatively low (10’5 darcy horizontal, 10‘7 darcy vertical), the rate of fluid
influx into the geopressured zone is 5 km3/105 yrs, provided that fluid
pressure is 75 MPa at the base. B ecause a near-steady-state pressure

field is achieved at very short times of a few thousand years, the rate of
fluid efflux out of the geopressured zone must also be 5 km3/105 yrs.
W hen the permeability of the geopressured zone is relatively high (10"3
darcy horizontal, 10'5 darcy vertical) the fluid efflux from the
g eopressured zone is 325 km3/105 yrs. Of the 325 km3 leaving the
geo p ressured zone in 105 years, approximately 20% or 50 km3 e sca p es
up the fault zone.

The large fluxes from the geopressured zone are in large part due
to maintaining constant fluid pressures of 75 MPa at 4 km depth. If such
large volum es of fluid actually escaped the geopressured zone, the fluid
withdrawals would depressurize the geopressured zone. A more realistic
model would take into account this depressurizing of the geopressured
zone a s dewatering proceeds.

A rough estim ate of available compaction w ater can be m ade from
porosity-depth curves for com pacted and undercom pacted sa n d s and
shales in South Louisiana which suggest that a maximum porosity
change of 10% results upon compaction (Fig. 4.15). Consider an initially
overpressured, undercom pacted shale disk 1 km thick and 10 km in
radius. The total volume of w ater available upon compaction is

Ao. % (r22 - r^J.Ah
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Fig. 4.15 Porosity of com pacted and undercom pacted sa n d s and shales
in South Louisiana (after Jo n es, 1975). The maximum porosity difference
betw een com pacted and undercom pacted sedim ents is approximately
10%.

w here

Aa = porosity difference betw een undercom pacted and
com pacted shale » 0.10
r2 = radius of shale disk (10 km)
r, = radius of salt dom e (1.5 km)
Ah s thickness of g eo p ressu red section (1 km)

With th e s e assum ptions, a sim ple volume balance calculation show s that
31 km3 of pore w aters can be expelled by dew atering an
undercom pacted section that is initially 1 km thick. T hus a 10 km-thick
section would have to be dew atered to provide 325 km3 of w ater. Many
sedim entary basins becom e g e o p ressu red with increasing depth.
Although g eo p ressu red intervals may extend from a depth of 3 km to the
b asem ent in the U.S. Gulf C oast, it is unlikely that th e average porosity
loss of undercom pacted sedim ents for the entire g e o p ressu red section is

10 %.

9. Discussion

At this point, it is worthwhile to consider that, th e sh a p e of brine
plum es form ed in our sim ulations resem ble bagels or doughnuts
cen tered about the axis of the salt dom e, b e ca u se of our assum ption of
radial symmetry. The volume of th e sim ulated perched brine plum es may
be larger than that of the observed plume enveloped by the 160 g/l TDS
salinity contour in the W elsh study a re a b e ca u se the observed plume in
the W elsh study a re a occurs only northwest of the dom e and in m ap plan
is elongated rather than being circular (Bennett and Hanor, 1987).
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W hereas the perched brine plum es in our simulations occur immediately
above the salt dome, the perched brine plume in the Welsh study area
occurs about five hundred m eters or so above the dom e. It is conceivable
that our simulations might have m atched the observed plume above
Welsh dom e more closely if w e had raised the top of the fault zone or
increased permeabilities in sedim ents overlying the dom e. The perched
brine plum es of Fig. 4.14C show som e sem blance of two fingers, like the
observed plume in the Welsh study area.

It a p p ears that a substantial portion of the dissolved salt in the
perched brine plume is derived from the salty w ater entering the bottom
of the fault zone, but we are unable to determ ine what fraction of the
dissolved salt in the perched brine plume is actually due to this.

There are som e other dissimilarities betw een the observed salinity
field in the W elsh study a re a and the calculated salinity field for the c a se
with a high-permeability geopressure zone. W hereas w aters away from
the dom e a re relatively fresh (0 to 5 wt% NaCI) in the simulations of Fig.
4.14, pore w aters of sedim ents below 0.5 km in the Welsh study area
have salinities ranging from 10 g/L TDS to 130 g/L TDS (approximately
1 to 12 wt % NaCI). There is actually a d ecrease in salinity with depth in
the g eopressured zone. We are unable to account for th ese features in
our simulations and the differences betw een sim ulated and observed
salinity fields show that the history of subsurface brine formation at Welsh
dom e has been affected by som e very complex factors not taken into
account and unknown to us.
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A general conclusion we can draw from th e simulations presented
here is that in the ab sen ce of sufficiently large permeabilities for the
g eopressured zone, any dense brines formed at the top of the dom e
would sink. In order for a perched brine piume to form, som e upward flow
is required along the fault zone. If the m agnitude of fluxes up the fault
zone is is sufficiently large, the perched brine plume can form very
quickly, in 1 0 '1 Ma or less.

Two competing effects determ ine w hether perched brine plum es
will form: 1) the density-driven sinking of brines off the flank of a dome,
the rate of which will be influenced by the permeability structure of flow
units surrounding the dom e, and 2) possible fluid flow up faults which will
be driven mainly by gradients in e x cess fluid pressure induced by the
g eo p ressured zone. Som e unansw ered questions remain to be
ad d ressed in future work. First, is it possible to im pede th e sinking of
d en se brines formed at th e top of the salt dom e by the permeability
structure, and still form perched brine plum es by sm aller upward fluid
fluxes through the fault zone? And second, in the a b sen c e of
geopressure, how long will it take for perched brine plumes to be
dissipated by density-driven flow in the a b se n c e of geopressure? The
answ ers to th ese questions may tell us w hether upward flow along faults
induced by geopressure is likely to be a currently active process where
perched brine plumes are observed over salt dom es in South Louisiana.
In addition, they may help us constrain the ag e of formation of perched
brine plumes.

10 . C onclusions

An anom alous brine plume with m ore than 160 g/L TDS occurs
above and slightly to th e north of W elsh Dome in South Louisiana. The
formation of this plume w as postulated to be du e to expulsion of fluids up
a fault flanking W elsh Dome, from geo p ressu red sedim ents below
(Bennett and Hanor, 1987). W e tested the hypothesis th at an pulse of
upward flow 10 '1 Ma in duration can create a perched brine plume
around a 'W elsh-type salt dom e', assum ing radial sym m etry using a
variable density groundw ater flow model SUTRA. Although our
sim ulations do not take into account the three dim ensional complexity of
the W elsh study a re a an d the unknown previous history of brine
formation, so m e general conclusions can be m ade concerning
groundw ater flow which results from solute-induced variations in fluid
density and from g eopressure. W e found that anom alous brine plum es
can theoretically form in very short periods of time (10'1 Ma), but require
large effuxes of w ater from the geopressured zone. Two com peting
effects determ ine w hether perched brine plum es will form: 1) th e densitydriven sinking of brines off the flank of a dom e, the rate of which will be
influenced by the permeability structure of flow units surrounding the
dom e, a n d 2) possible fluid flow up fault z o n es which will be driven
mainly by gradients in e x ce ss fluid pressure induced by the
g eo p ressu red zone. The direction of fluid flow in the fault zone is strongly
controlled by th e permeability of th e g e o p ressu red zone.
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C O N C LU SIO N S

S u b s u rfa c e brin e form ation is w id e sp re a d in m any
ev ap o rite b a sin s. E v id en ce from D eep S e a Drilling Program
site s tu d ie s s u g g e s ts th a t th e salinity of p o re w a te rs a b o v e
M iocene e v a p o rite s in th e M editerranean a n d th e R ed S e a a re
stro n g ly co n tro lled by diffusion. C alcu latio n s d o n e in
C h a p te r 2 sh o w th a t vertical diffusion of d isso lv e d NaCI c a n
b e a n im portant brine form ing p ro c e s s in a n e v ap o rite b asin
with a b a sa l e v ap o rite layer. Diffusive loss of NaCI to th e
su rfa c e of th e b asin m ay induce dissolution of a s m uch a s
2 5 0 m of halite provided th a t th e basin-fill is s a n d y a n d
s u b s id e n c e ra te s a re relatively slow , 20 to 50 m/M a.
Although young evaporite b a sin s su ch a s th e R ed S e a a n d th e
M e d ite rra n e a n

sh o w

c la s s ic

d iffu sio n -co n tro lle d

salin ity -

d ep th profiles, w hich a r e c o n c a v e u p w ard s, s o m e older
ev ap o rite b a sin s su c h a s th e A lberta a n d M ichigan b a sin s
h a v e salinity profiles w hich a re convex upw ard. T he
d ifferen ce is p resu m ab ly d u e to th e influence of upw ard
ad v ectio n a n d d isp e rsio n of d isso lv ed NaCI in siow ly flowing
g ro u n d w a te r.

In c o n tra s t to reg io n s w h e re b a sa l e v a p o rite s a re
horizontal or only g en tly dipping, advection a n d d isp e rsio n
a re of m uch g re a te r im p o rtan ce th an diffusion in brine
form ation n e a r sa lt d o m e s . S o lu te-in d u ce d fluid d e n sity
g ra d ie n ts resu ltin g from h alite-d isso lu tio n a r e a n
e sp e c ia lly stro n g driving fo rce for co n v ectiv e overtu rn of

p o re w a te rs a ro u n d sa lt d o m e s w h e re a c tiv e halite
disso lu tio n o c c u rs. T he m ag n itu d e s of su c h co n v ectiv e flows
c a n ra n g e from 1 0 '2 to 1 m /yr e v en in low -perm eability
s e d im e n ts (10"3 darcy). Brine p lu m es c a n form quickly by
so lu te in d u ced convection, a n d large v o lu m es of sa lt c a n b e
d isso lv e d in le s s than 1 Ma. S o lu te driven convection h a s th e
p o ten tial for

recharging d e e p b asin se d im e n ts with

m eteo ric w a te rs an d inducing se d im e n t d ia g e n e s is b e c a u s e
of th e sig n ifican t fluid fluxes th a t o c c u r o v e r g e o lo g ic tim e
in terv als e sp e c ia lly n e a r th e s a lt d o m e.

Brine form ation aro u n d s a lt d o m e s m ay a lso be
in flu en ced by upw ard flowing w a te rs e sc a p in g th e
g e o p re s s u re d z o n e through fault z o n e s n e a r s a lt d o m e s. Field
e v id e n c e in d ic ate s th e o c c u rre n c e of a p e rc h e d brine plum e
a b o v e W elsh d o m e in S outh L ouisiana. S im ulations p re s e n te d
in C h a p te r 4 s u g g e s t th a t p e rc h e d brine p lu m e s a b o v e sa lt
d o m e s m ay form very rapidly, in 10‘1 Ma, provided th a t
u pw ard flow of g e o p re s s u re d w a te rs o c c u rs n e a r th e sa lt
d o m e, c h a n n e le d through a fault n e a r th e d o m e. Two facto rs
a p p e a r to d eterm in e w h e th er a brine plum e will b e p e rc h e d
a b o v e a sa lt d om e or o ccu r around th e flanks of th e d o m e: 1)
d e n sity -d riv en sinking of b rin e s off th e flank of th e sa lt
d o m e, th e ra te of which will b e influenced by th e
perm eab ility stru c tu re of s e d im e n ts su rro u n d in g th e d o m e,

a n d 2) fo c u s e d upw ard flow of g e o p re s s u re d fluids through
fau lts n e a r th e d o m e.

If th e perm eability of th e g e o p re s s u re d z o n e is low
( 1 0 ‘5 d a rc y horizontal, 1 0 '7 d a rc y vertical, in th e
sim u la tio n s of C h a p te r 4, effluxes from th e g e o p re s s u re d
z o n e a re too sm all to force fluid flow up th e fault an d th e
brine p lum e sinks. If th e perm eability of th e g e o p re s s u re d
z o n e is la rg e r (10‘3 d a rc y horizontal, 1 0 '5 d a rc y vertical)
fluids a re forced up th e fault a n d p e rc h e d brine p lu m es form
a s a sc e n d in g g e o p re s s u re d w a te rs flow up th e fault. In su ch
a c a s e , effluxes from th e g e o p re s s u re d z o n e m ust be very
larg e, te n s to h u n d re d s of cu b ic k ilom eters of fluid.

Two lin es of investigation a p p e a r to b e w orthw hile
pu rsu in g in future stu d ie s . First, d e ta ile d m apping of
salinity p lu m e s a ro u n d o th er S outh L o u isian a s a lt d o m e s is
n e c e s s a ry . T h e following q u e stio n s n e e d to b e a d d re s s e d . Are
p e rc h e d brine plum es su ch a s th e o n e a b o v e W elsh dom e
atypical o r a re th ey actually c o m m o n ? W h at is th eir relation
to fau lts a n d to th e lithologies of s e d im e n ts su rro u n d in g th e
s a lt d o m e s ? Do th ey o ccu r in P le isto c e n e se d im e n ts in
o ffsh o re L ouisiana w h e re th e P le is to c e n e se c tio n is very
thick, or do th ey occu r only in older se d im e n ts su c h a s
M io cen e?

In addition to gath erin g m ore field d a ta on s u b s u rfa c e
salinity d istrib u tio n s a ro u n d s a lt d o m e s , tw o im portant
q u e stio n s rem ain to b e a n sw e re d by num erical m odeling.
First, if p e rc h e d brine plu m es a re a resu lt of ep iso d ic
d ew aterin g e v e n ts, how long m ight th ey la s t in th e a b s e n c e
of g e o p re s s u re , b e fo re th ey a re d issip a te d by density-driven
flow a n d d is p e rs io n ? Also, is it p o ssib le to form p e rc h e d
brine p lu m e s with sm a lle r fluxes from th e g e o p re s s u r e d
z o n e by ch an g in g th e perm eability stru c tu re a ro u n d th e sa lt
d o m e a n d im peding th e sinking of d e n s e b rin es form ed a t th e
top of th e d o m e ?

T h e a n sw e rs to th e s e q u e stio n s m ay tell

u s w h e th e r e p iso d ic d ew aterin g of g e o p re s s u r e d s e d im e n ts
h a s o c cu rred in th e L ouisiana Gulf C o ast.

A lthough p r o c e s s e s o p eratin g o v e r g e o lo g ic tim e
s c a le s h a v e b e e n of prim e in te rest in th is d isse rta tio n , a
concluding rem ark is a p p ro p ria te c o n ce rn in g a hydrogeologic
problem th a t m ay h av e a se rio u s im pact o v e r m a n 's lifetime
- injection of v a s t a m o u n ts of liquid c h em ic al w a s te s in th e
s u b s u rfa c e of S o u th L ouisiana, fortuitously in s e d im e n ts
a ro u n d sa lt d o m e s . In th e num erical e x p e rim e n ts c o n d u c te d
in th is stu d y , p erm eab ilities u se d w e re lO 3 tim e s le s s th an
v a lu e s for sh allo w se d im e n ts a n d m axim um flow v elo cities
ra n g e d from 1 cm /yr to 1 m/yr. It is p o ss ib le th a t d en sity driven g ro u n d w a te r flows m ay b e a th o u sa n d tim es g re a te r
in m o re p e rm e a b le shallow se d im e n ts , particularly if larg e

lateral salinity g ra d ie n ts e x ist. It is re c o m m e n d e d th a t th e
very first s te p th a t m u st b e d o n e b efo re co n sid erin g
a p p lica tio n s for p e rm its for d e e p well injection of liquid
ch em ical w a s te s is to sy tem atically m ap th e lithologic,
stru ctural a n d salinity v ariatio n s in th e a r e a p ro p o s e d for
d e e p well injection a n d follow this by a s e r ie s of controlled
num erical m odel ex p erim e n ts d e sig n e d to e v a lu a te th e
im pact of v a rio u s fa c to rs on co n ta m in a n t tra n s p o rt in th e
su b su rfa c e . Of g re a t im portance is th e h ydrodynam ics of th e
u n p ertu rb ed sy ste m a s well a s th a t of th e sy s te m su b je c t to
a n th ro p o g e n ic s tr e s s e s .
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